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Chapter 1
Introduction
Human beings are always striving to explore the extremes of the scale spectrum. On one
side, astronomy is the study of celestial objects involving distance of light year which is
extremely large. On the other side, science and engineering at the micro-nano scales are
as an exploration on another extreme. Driven by the requirement of high quality of life
standard, we need to develop industrial products with small size, low cost, and speciﬁc
or multi-functionalities. To meet these requirements, research on micro-nano scales has
undergone a rapid development. A representative area is MicroElectroMechanical Sys-
tems (MEMS). The feature sizes of MEMS devices are from a few micrometers to one
millimeter which allow them to break through the space limitation so as to integrate
themselves into a wide range of systems. The application ﬁelds of MEMS range over
automotive, aerospace, medical, chemical, biological, consumer electronics, and mea-
surement devices. Especially in biological and medical areas, to exploit the nature and
to root out the disease, research has to go down to cell and molecule. Such research
usually needs to get help from miniaturized and precise devices which bring us a lot of
beneﬁts.
However, micro an nano scales are where humans can not access directly by them-
selves. A human being can not observe a micrometer-sized component without the help
of a microscope. To pick up a component without using a speciﬁc tool is also impossible.
For example, a component part of a MEMS, could be a few micrometers. We could
manipulate it using a ﬁne gripper or a probe while we can see it through a microscope.
However, we might destroy the fragile component due to large force generated by our
less accurate motion systems. Moreover, because of our less accurate motion systems,
we cannot do the work with repeatability in micro and nano range without the help of
micro-nano devices. Because of these facts, we have to get help from sensing and control
techniques in order to achieve accuracies and repeatabilities which are compatible with
the dimension of the objects being manipulated. These sensing and control techniques
usually refer to microrobotics. Microrobotics is a multidisciplinary ﬁeld that investigates
robotic systems which possess either miniature size or precision in the microscopic level
[6]. Their objectives are to help human to get access to the usually inaccessible world
where needs tools for sensing and manipulating. The corresponding research objects
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of these two areas are miniature robot and micromanipulation system [16] respectively.
The miniature robot is with volume size down to sub-millimeter range which are able to
immerse totally in the microworld.
High accuracy is usually a necessary condition of the performance of the system,
i.e. being able to position a frame of a robot, typically an end-eﬀector, at a desired
location. To perform successful microtasks, we need microsystems or microrobots with
high accuracy. However, this condition is diﬃcult to obtain at the microscale, because
of many sources of inaccuracy acting on microrobotic systems. These sources combine
to aﬀect the positioning accuracy. To better understand the robot behavior, some im-
perfections must be characterized and the inﬂuences of these sources must be quantiﬁed.
This quantiﬁcation knowledge can guide the design, selection of robot structures so as to
minimize eﬀorts for accuracy improvement. To improve the positioning accuracy, several
approaches are possible through combining many sensors, such as position, force, tem-
perature sensors, etc., with closed loop and/or open loop (i.e., calibration) strategy. In
this thesis, we investigate calibration approach which is a systematic way to compensate
imperfections and enhance positioning accuracy. Combining microscale measurement
and robot calibration, imperfections could be compensated then the positioning accura-
cy could be improved.
However, at the microscale, there are lots of challenges to perform measurement meet-
ing all requirements, i.e., resolution, accuracy, and range, etc. These challenges include
sensing resolution, accuracy, range, bandwith, sensor size, and multi-DoF (Degrees-of-
Freedom) [19]. To perform microscale measurement, sensors should be evaluated and
the suitable ones should be selected to form an eﬃcient sensing strategy. Calibration
of micro and nanorobotic systems considering all the sources is rarely studied and the
relative importance of these sources still remains unknown. Therefore, there are two
main objectives to explore: 1. characterization of micro-nano robots performances and
inﬂuences of imperfections; 2. dealing with performance improvements of micro-nano
robots based on diﬀerent kinds of models.
The document is organized in the following way:
In Chapter 2 we discuss the motivations for improving accuracy in micro-nano po-
sitioning. All possible imperfections that may aﬀect micro-nano scale accuracy are dis-
cussed and presented. Commercially available sensors are presented and diﬃculties in
sensing are discussed. Then applicable control strategies are presented and the approach
of robot calibration is chosen.
Chapter 3 presents the state-of-the-art in regard to works on sensing and robot
calibration issues. The evaluation criterions of robot performance are reviewed and
the metrics to be used in this thesis is presented. We present a novel sensing solution
for micropositioning measurement and an available measuring system in the market for
nanopositioning measurement. Works on calibration of macro and micro-nano robots
are presented. Based on which, both micro and nano robots are classiﬁed in terms of
actuation features, and objectives of accuracy for micro-nano positioning are quantiﬁed.
The objectives established in this chapter will be considered to realize in Chapters 4 and
5.
3Micropositioning calibration is studied in Chapter 4. We present a generic framework
for microrobotic calibration. As a preliminary step, characterization and compensation
of XY stages are performed subsequently. A case study of XYΘ serial microrobot is
detailed to illustrate the inﬂuences of the imperfections and accuracy improvement using
the calibration framework and ﬁve calibration models.
As another main part of our work, Chapters 5 deals with the nanopositioning calibra-
tion. We discuss the modeling, propose calibration models, and perform experimental
calibrations and validations on a single-axis and a 2-DoF nanopositioning robots.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis. We present a summary of the results and contri-
butions arising from this work. Finally, we outline some perspectives concerning the
micro-nano measurement and calibration.
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Chapter 2
Positioning Accuracy, Sensing, and
Control at the Microscale
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will discuss the motivations, related issues and primary direction
of our research. First we will discuss the motivation aspects in terms of needs for mi-
croscale technology, application of microrobots, and positioning accuracy of the micro-
robots. This ﬁrst section will conduct to show how diﬃcult it is to obtain high level
and guaranteed positioning accuracies at the micro-nano scales. To tackle this task, we
will then discuss inﬂuential imperfections aﬀecting microscale positioning accuracies, and
the commercially available ways to measure or take them into account. Finally, we will
discuss control strategies for microscale positioning and explain why we choose robot
calibration approach.
2.2 Motivations
2.2.1 Needs for microscale
With the development of science and technology as well as living standard, more and
more attention is being paid to microscale because things in macroscale have not satis-
ﬁed all human requirements. A conventional industry involving small scale components
is typically watchmaking. Watch is a precise and small mechanical and/or electronic
machine which integrates a number of tiny components. Especially for a versatile watch,
there will be more components to be integrated. Design, fabrication, and assembly of
these components are issues in the millimeter range.
Towards a smaller scale, MEMS have grown rapidly in last decades thanks to their
advantages of fast speed, small size, and low cost. They integrate mechanical and elec-
tronic components and have feature sizes ranging from micrometers to millimeters. The
ﬁrst advantage of MEMS is that micrometer size brings some advanced performances
which can not be achieved at the macroscale. For optical applications, features may be
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made with size on the order of the wavelength of light, thus making them attractive for
many optical applications. For example, micromechanical switches or actuated structures
fabricated as part of a communications circuit allow phase shifting and signal switching
at speeds that would be impossible to achieve using macro-scale switches. Another ad-
vantage is that their sizes make them possible to integrate into a wide range of systems.
MEMS devices generally range in size from a few micrometers to one millimeter. This
allows on-chip integration of electromechanical devices and electronic circuits used to
control them. Furthermore, by leveraging the parallel fabrication techniques of the inte-
grated circuits, MEMS devices can be fabricated in parallel which leads to a reduction
in the manufacturing cost and improvement in reliability making them cost-eﬀective for
many uses.
MEMS have been used in a variety of areas. One application is automobile airbags
which are commonly used safety devices of vehicle. The airbay has a central Airbag
control unit which monitors a number of related sensors within the vehicle, including
accelerometers, impact sensors, side (door) pressure sensors, wheel speed sensors, gy-
roscopes, brake pressure sensors, and seat occupancy sensors. Some smart consumer
electronics, such as an iphone, equip lots of functionalities that people can enjoy their
convenience for daily life. In addition, some oﬃce supplies, such as ink-jet printers and
projection display systems, also beneﬁt from MEMS techniques.
Thanks to MEMS technology, research has been going down to cells and molecules
for the development of biological and medical sciences which is diﬀerent from the normal
scale of clinical operations. For example, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) has
the ability to detect cancerous tissues at their early stages thanks to its micron-scale
resolution [76]. For internal organs, endoscopic probes are needed as the penetration
depth of OCT is about 1-3 mm. MEMS devices have been widely used as the scanning
engines in endoscopic OCT probes. IntraCytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI) is an in
vitro fertilization procedure in which a single sperm is injected directly into an egg.
Studies have shown that the average human sperm length is approximately 50 µm [53].
This size is so small that can not be visible to human eyes. We must get help from
advanced sensing techniques to get images of the invisible matter. Once we can see
things at the microscale, we also need to manipulate them by tools with microscale
precision. Another example of micro techniques is minimally invasive surgery which
has been becoming more and more common in hospitals. During a minimally invasive
procedure, surgeons make some small incisions (just a few millimeters in some cases)
instead of large openings (a few centimeters) in the skin. Because the incisions are
small, patients tend to have quicker recoveries and less discomfort than with conventional
surgery.
As the foundation for many engineering ﬁelds, there is an urgent need for new materi-
als because lack of suitable materials hinder development of many other technologies. A
lot of nanoscience and nanotechnologies are concerned with producing new or enhanced
materials. The ability to machine materials to very high precision and accuracy (better
than 100nm) is leading to considerable beneﬁts in a wide range of industrial sectors.
Nanomaterials can be constructed either by top down or bottom up techniques. The
former produces small structures from larger pieces of material, for example by etching
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to create circuits on the surface of a silicon microchip. The latter is constructed atom
by atom or molecule by molecule.
2.2.2 Needs for microrobots
Considering the success rate, speed, and reliability of the tasks performed at the mi-
croscale as well as avoiding the contamination of micro-components, the microtasks,
such as microassembly [67, 81, 13, 12], biological injection [78, 58, 34], specimen han-
dling [74], microdispensing [31], and AFM scanning [72], usually rely on microrobotic
systems with automatic or semi-automatic control instead of fully manual operations
[16, 66].
When microassembly task requires a human operator to pick and place micro-components
manually using high power microscopes and microtweezers, the assembly is tiresome,
time consuming and causes lots of losses because objects to be manipulated are extreme-
ly small and fragile. Assembly of micro-components requires speciﬁc devices that have
to work in a reduced free space and requests advanced control of a gripping tool. A
micromanipulation cell, dedicated to manipulate micro-components, can enhance the
microassembly of MEMS or MOEMS (Micro Electro-Optical-Mechanical System) appli-
cations. So, there is a trend that MEMS and MOEMS manufacture fully or at least
partially relies on microrobots. The cell consists of one of several microrobots with mi-
crogrippers which are capable of picking up a micropart, reorienting, translating and
joining it to another micropart or to assembling slots. Expect for micromanipulation
cells, miniature mobile microrobots are also able to perform assembly [23].
In addition, most of MEMS and MOEMS products including actuators and sensors
can be seen as microrobots. For example, the micromirror designed for the OCT [76]
can be seen as a parallel microrobot which is capable of performing scanning through
the mirror plate controlled by the actuator [50]. The control of the micromirror would
be in open loop. With existing technologies, it cannot be in in closed loop because it is
diﬃcult or nearly impossible to integrate sensors to have sensory feedback.
The core device of the minimally invasive surgery is an endoscope which is a long,
thin tube with a miniature camera. Images from the endoscope are projected onto
monitors then surgeons can get a clear (and magniﬁed) view of the surgical area. Special
instruments are passed through the other openings. These instruments allow humans to
perform the surgery by exploring, removing, or stitching whatever's wrong (e.g., a tumor)
inside the body. The whole system including all these endoscope, monitor, instruments is
a part of medical microrobot. Research on microrobotic pills is also going to revolutionize
several decease treatments, such as cancer treatment. The tiny mobile robots are also
being developed by researchers [29, 22, 38] whereby therapies will be delivered to hard-to-
reach places inside the body. For such applications, the quality of tasks to be performed
directly depends on the size of robotic tools: the smaller they can be, the more inner
body they will be able to reach providing localized and thus less harmful injection or
action.
Research of new materials need to probe matter at the nanoscale. It has been 32
years since the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) was invented, followed four years
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later by the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) when nanoscience and nanotechnology
really started to take oﬀ. Various forms of scanning probe microscopes based on these
discoveries are essential for many areas of nanoscience and nanotechnology research. The
AFM is one of the foremost tools. An AFM is a submillimeter-sized cantilever with one
or more ultrasharp tips at the end. The AFM cantilevers normally are integrated with
microrobotic scanners as the end-eﬀectors. Then the whole systems can perform imaging,
measuring, and manipulating matter at the nanoscale.
Besides, sometimes we need to perform some experiments with repeatability in mi-
crometer range, then microrobots should be employed because manual manipulation can
not perform tests with so high repeatability. To investigate the micro-nano phenome-
na, for example the eﬀect of some surface forces, we need a microsystem or microrobot
which is able to precisely position to perform the task. Sometimes we need to accurately
control the location of contact area. It will be required to accurately sense and tune the
force from time to time because the surface is not homogeneous at the microscale.
2.2.3 Needs for positioning accuracy
Because the objects to be dealt with at the microscale are so small that a small posi-
tioning error or misalignment may lead to task failure. For example, assembly of optical
micro-components require high positioning accuracy. In ﬁber-to-ﬁber coupling, 1 µm
positioning error leads to 50 % intensity loss. To reach high enough performance, the
advanced MOEMS products require 100 nm/0.01 ◦ positioning accuracy. For some small
cells manipulation (e.g., prokaryotic cells) which have typical sizes ranging form 1 to 5
µm, the required accuracy of micropositioning should be in submicrometer range.
Since microtask platforms usually consist of one or several microrobots, the eﬃ-
ciency of the microtasks depends on the performance of microrobots to a large extent.
Among the characteristics of the microrobotic systems, positioning accuracy is an fore-
most criterion evaluating the positioning performance. To fulﬁll successful tasks, it is
very important to control positioning within a certain accuracy range. As the macro-
robots, microrobots are with high repeatability, but accuracy does not meet requirements
in many applications. Since the tasks at the microscale require more and more ﬂexibility,
accuracy can become an issue to reach any speciﬁc target position or/and orientation
and not only taught positions.
The MEMS micromirror for OCT applications with a circular mirror plate was pro-
posed and fabricated [50]. The measured lateral shift and tilt angle of the mirror plate
are about 7 µm and 0.7◦ respectively, through the entire piston motion 227 µm and
±11◦. If we would like to achieve smaller lateral shift and tilt angle, the errors should
be characterized and compensated eﬃciently. AFM scanners usually consist of XYZ
nanopositioning stages whose motion behaviors aﬀect the scanning performances. For
some applications, the out-of-plane motion should be less than a few nanometers over
entire XY scan range when imaging a ﬂat surface. In these cases, Z stages must be
actively controlled, even though only XY planar motions are desired.
However, achieving higher accuracy is always diﬃcult. For example, if the perpendic-
ularity error between X and Y axes is 0.1◦, 1 cm motion along Y could induce error of 17
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µm along X. This error is in the range of the typical values for the stroke of microgrippers
or tools acting with active material. Another example is shown in Fig. 2.1 that the error
at the end-eﬀector of a micropositioning stage mounted with a 20 mm robotic arm could
be around 3 µm at the end-point due to yaw deviation 150 µrad. This error is larger than
most bacteria which have sizes of 1 ∼ 2 microns. Hence, the error on a microrobot for
bacteria manipulation must be compensated. At the microscale, it is diﬃcult to measure
and even quantify the inﬂuence of these imperfections. The environmental noise could
lead to more than 100 nm deviation that it is diﬃcult to reach such positioning accuracy
value [9].
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Figure 2.1: Example of error induced by yaw deviation.
Therefore, the accuracy or quality of position control of microrobots we can achieve
directly inﬂuences on task success and task quality which are very important.
2.3 Sources aﬀecting positioning accuracy
At the microscale, there are diﬀerent sources of imperfections acting on microrobotic
systems [62]. The positioning accuracy is hampered by the imperfections.
Some errors come from fabrication process or wear and tear during the normal use
of robots. For example, the structure and dimension of the robot (Fig. 2.2) varies more
or less after they left the factory. ∆H and ∆L are height and length errors of the base
and the arm. The values of nominal kinematic parameters (L, H in Fig. 2.2) are not
consistent with those written in datasheets. So the control models based on the nominal
kinematic values are likely not able to fulﬁll the manipulation tasks.
In microscale applications, several micropositioning stages often have to be assembled
to perform some functionalities. In such cases, errors about parallelism and perpendic-
ularity may be induced during the manual assembly process. In Fig. 2.3, the angle γ
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Figure 2.2: Structure and dimension errors of the robotic manipulator where ∆H and
∆L are height and length errors of the base and the arm.
between two axes is usually desired to be right angle, however, it is diﬃcult to be exact
right angle by manual assembly.
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Figure 2.3: Assembly errors between two axes.
Another kind of imperfection is due to the inherent characteristics along axes or
actuators. Machine tool industry pays more attention to these sources than robot man-
ufactures. However, these sources become signiﬁcant at the microscale where higher
accuracy is desired. For positioning, linear motion is required, but at the microscale we
cannot consider it as perfectly linear. Fig. 2.4 shows position-dependent errors such as
ﬂatness and straightness errors as well as roll, pitch, and yaw angles. The absolute values
of these sources are usually small but induce errors to be considered or inﬂuential at the
micro or nanoscale. The example of Fig. 2.1 shows that the error induced by the small
yaw angle 150 µrad can be ampliﬁed by the 20 mm length robot arm to 3 µm. In ball
and lead screw products, there is backlash depending on diﬀerent actuation principles.
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Backlash aﬀects the positioning performance when direction change happens. This error
is usually from 100 nm to several microns according to the datasheets.
straightness
flatness
yaw
roll
pitch
Figure 2.4: Position-dependent errors along single axis.
For micro-nano positioning, piezoelectric devices are widespread used because of
their fast response time, high resolution and sensor capabilities [69]. However, there
are nonlinearities in voltage-strain transfer which induce hysteresis and creep behavior
(Fig. 2.5). They aﬀect the repeatability and accuracy of the micropositioning stages
using piezoelectric actuators, especially in open loop but not closed loop.
Voltage
Elongation
(a) Hysteresis
Time
input
output
Elongation
creep
(b) Creep
Figure 2.5: Hysteresis and creep in piezoelectric devices.
Some errors are induced by environments, such as temperature [92], humidity [35],
and noise [10]. Due to diﬀerent requirements of accuracy, temperature has more signif-
icant eﬀects at the microscale than macroscale. Even in a clean room with controlled
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temperature, the inﬂuence of small temperature change ± 1 or ± 2 ◦C can not be ne-
glected. Acoustic inﬂuence could also become an issue of positioning accuracy when the
microrobotic systems are working in a noisy environment. Vibration can be minimized
by placing the microrobotic systems on the anti-vibration tables and isolation bases.
The main sources of imperfections and some examples are summarized in Table 2.1.
All the sources exist for both macrorobots and microrobots. However, macrorobots do
not consider some sources because of their small inﬂuences on less strict requirement
of accuracy. The importance of some sources at the microscale diﬀers from macroscale
where diﬀerent levels of accuracy are concerned. And it is very diﬃcult to quantify these
imperfections.
Table 2.1: Imperfections aﬀecting accuracy of microrobotic systems.
Sources Examples
Fabrication or wear
and tear
- Structure and dimension errors
Mounting and assembly -Assembly errors
Intrinsic imperfections
of the actuators
- Position-dependent errors (main direction, vertical
ﬂatness and horizontal straightness)
- Angle-dependent errors
- Backlash
- Hysteresis and creep
- Flexibility
Environmental inﬂuence -Temperature
- Humidity
- Acoustic
- Mechanical vibration
2.4 Sensors and sensing issues at the microscale
To achieve high accuracy, ﬁrst of all, we need to be able to measure the real positions and
imperfections accurately. The measurement task can be fulﬁlled by sensors. However,
sensing at the microscale is a very challenging issue. Microscale measurement requires
sensing devices with high resolution (e.g., a few nanometers) and accuracy (e.g., tens of
nanometers) because motion and errors in this scale are very small. Only accurate enough
sensors can detect such motion and errors otherwise they may immerse in measuring
uncertainty of the sensors.
In addition, suitable sensing range and bandwidth are required for an appropriate
sensor. Microtask platforms usually consist of micropositioning stages for coarse position-
ing and nanopositioning stages for ﬁne positioning. Measurement of coarse positioning
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requires relatively large measuring range (a few millimeters), and medium levels (tens of
nanometers) of resolution/sensitivity and stability/repeatability are suﬃcient.
Based on their locations relative to the objects to be measured, sensors can be classi-
ﬁed into proprioceptive (internal) and exteroceptive (external) ones [19]. Proprioceptive
sensors are often embedded into the robots thanks to their physical principles favorable
to miniaturization. Proprioceptive sensors provide measurements in the robot frame.
Exteroceptive sensors are independent to the robots which provide measurements in the
sensor frames.
Sensors are aﬀected by changes of air refraction index, temperature, humidity, and
other environmental behaviors. To minimize the environmental inﬂuence, sensors should
be mounted as close as possible to the robot end-eﬀector. The longer the measuring
path, the more the measurement will be inﬂuenced by changes of environment conditions.
Displacement and force signals at the micro-nano scale are very weak relative to those at
the macroscale. Noises caused by the environment may have the same order of magnitude
as the useful signals. This is a speciﬁc problem at the microscale which needs additional
noises-eliminating strategies.
Optical sensors are commonly used thanks to their high resolution, accuracy, wide
measuring range and bandwidth. They normally need reﬂecting objects (e.g. a mirror)
to reﬂect the beam they generate. Using reﬂecting objects may introduce inaccuracies
linked to the reﬂection depending on the state of the mirror surface. And it is not easy
to ﬁnd such objects and integrate them on the microrobots.
Vision system is relatively low-cost and more ﬂexible which does not need reﬂecting
object but calibration target (e.g., dots board with known size). The vision system need
calibration to correlate real motion and that in the image. The resolution of the vision
system is often linked with the measuring range. High resolution and wide measuring
range are usually a contradiction. To increase resolution, we must reduce the measuring
area and vice verse. High magniﬁcation microscope using usual algorithm is able to
reach resolution of 1/10 pixel with pixel size ' 1 × 1 µm. We can achieve resolution of
1/1000 pixel but require speciﬁc patterns and algorithm which are not yet commercially
available.
Capacitive sensors themselves are small (the sensor probes could be 1 × 1 × 3 cm).
But they require the target surfaces larger than their probe surfaces. This sometimes is
impossible in case the objects to measure are small (a few millimeters or smaller) which
are usually the cases, such as the microgrippers.
Multi-DoF sensing is required when the microrobot to be measured motions in multi-
DoF. In current market, there is a lack of sensing device satisfying multi-DoF measure-
ment. From Table 2.2, the optical sensors usually can only oﬀer 1-DoF measurement
and the vision is able to provide 2-DoF measurement. However, vision's performances on
resolution, accuracy, and measuring range are less eﬃcient than optical sensors. If per-
forming multi-DoF measurement, several sensors should be combined to build a measur-
ing system. Like most of the microrobots, our microrobotic system also needs multi-DoF
measurement. In this case, another problem may appear, that is, the workspace is too
small to arrange all these sensors. Optical sensors and vision systems usually have bulky
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sizes relative to the microrobots, let alone the end-eﬀectors, which make the workspace
very crowded.
In summary, for measurement at the microscale, the following qualiﬁcations are re-
quired:
• high resolution and accuracy
• suitable sensing range and bandwidth
• small volume
• noises reduction
• multi-DoF sensing
• low sensitivity to environmental inﬂuence
The measuring range, resolution/sensitivity, stability/repeatability, measuring DoF, vol-
ume, and cost of seven kinds of external sensors are evaluated and summarized in Table
2.2. However, there are few sensors satisfying all these requirements. Sensors that over-
come all the challenges are still under development in research laboratories and com-
panies. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the measuring systems we choose and give the
evaluations of their measuring uncertainties.
Table 2.2: External sensors for position measurement at the microscale.
Sensors
Laser
interferometer
Triangulation
Laser sensor
Capacitance
sensor
Video
camera
Eddy
current
sensor
PSD
MEMS
analyzer
Measuring
range
wide
10 mm
short
500 µm
short
< 500 µm
medium
500 ∼ 1000 µm
short
500 µm
medium
4 mm
medium
1 mm
Resolution
or
sensitivity
high
1 ∼ 2 nm
medium
10 nm
high
< 1 nm
low
1 µm
medium
30 nm
low
0.7 µm
high
1 nm
Stability
or
repeatability
medium medium low medium medium low high
DoF one one one two/three one two three
Volume
medium
7 cm
medium
7 cm
small
5 mm
large
20 cm
small
3 mm
small
1 cm
large
20 cm
Cost high medium medium medium medium low very high
2.5 Control strategies at the microscale
Once we can measure the positions or imperfections, we need to choose a strategy for
positioning control based on the measured information. This section will discuss the
control strategies that can be applied to achieve micro-nano positioning.
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2.5.1 Three-tier structure
Nowadays, most control architectures of microtask platforms are constructed in a three-
tier structure [93]. According to the functionality of every part, the platform can be
divided into three layers (Fig. 2.6): actuator control layer, motion planning layer, and
mission control layer.
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Figure 2.6: Three-tier structure of control architecture of microtask platforms.
The actuator control layer is the bottom layer of the whole system. Because this
layer only deals with the individual actuators, it is also called local control layer. It is
responsible for driving and maintaining the micropositioning axis at desired positions
given corresponding commands from the higher layers. This layer provides the control
signal (voltages) to the actuator and reads the feedback signal from the internal sensors
if any. Various control strategies [8] have been used in this layer for actuator control.
This layer enables to compensate the nonlinear behavior inherent in the actuators, such
as hysteresis, creep.
The middle layer is the planning layer which concerns relations between each device,
but not about the control of individual actuators. Diﬀerent from the local sensing sys-
tem in the actuator layer, the planning layer usually adopts external measuring systems
which are able to provide position information in a global frame. This layer enables a
synchronization of all devices in the platform and compensates some imperfections which
can not be detected in actuator layer alone, such as mounting errors. The synchroniza-
tion enables to achieve a trajectory based on several elementary actuator motions. In
modeling of the micromanipulation platform, several coordinate frames and their one-
to-one relationship must be established. To correlate them, the transformation matrices
between them must be determined. In practical micromanipulation platforms, the re-
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quired transformation is usually from the robot frame to the global frame (substrate) as
shown in Fig. 2.7. For example, to map the robot frame {OR, xR, yR, zR} to the global
frame {OG, xG, yG, zG}, the robot end-eﬀector is required to reach at least three points
on the substrate.
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Figure 2.7: Transformation (mapping) between robot frame and global frame.
The top layer is mission layer which directly interacts with operators. People com-
municate in this layer with the systems through the I/O interface, such as, script-based
commands, joystick, and virtual reality (VR) environment.
2.5.2 Actuator layer
Normally, most of the commercial motorized micropositioning stages are equipped with
built-in sensors and controlled in closed loop in the actuator layer. Especially for nanopo-
sitioning stages with piezoelectric actuator, closed loop in actuator layer can eliminate
the hysteresis and creep eﬃciently which are important sources of errors (≈ 20 % of full
stroke). The control in actuator layer is only a local one, which can not guarantee the
absolute positioning accuracy in the whole system because no information about relation
between two stages is known based only on internal sensors (for example, an internal
capacitance sensor in a 1-DoF nanopositioning stage). Therefore, microrobots often have
closed loop in actuator layer which guarantee high repeatability, but are unable to iden-
tify the aforementioned relationship by themselves. Moreover, closed-loop in actuator
layer may not be suﬃcient because of deﬁcient actuation model and/or indirect mea-
surement. For instance, we use PID control to keep a nanopositioning stage at its zero
position (reference position) with internal capacitance sensor. An interferometer can be
used as external sensor to measure the real position of the stage. In Fig. 2.8 (a) and (b),
there is drift of position up to 400 nm when temperature decreases of 0.35 ◦C. However,
the internal sensor gives us constant information (with 100 nm measuring noises in Fig.
2.8 (c)). Fig. 2.8(d) show that the control input (also the output of the PID controller)
of the stage changes somewhat during this time, which means the internal sensor detects
a part of the drift and the controller compensate it, but not suﬃciently. From internal
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sensor point of view, there is no motion; from external sensor point of view, there is
a motion. The internal sensor misses the part detected by the interferometer. This is
due to the fact that the internal sensor makes indirect measurement which is diﬀerent
from the direct measurement by the interferometer. The source is likely that there is a
deformation of the robot structure under temperature change. But the model used to
estimate real stage motion based on internal sensor has constant parameters.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Measurement of stage position by interferometer; (b) Measurement of
ambient temperature close to the stage; (c) Measurement of internal sensor of the stage;
(d) Input voltage of the stage.
2.5.3 Planning layer
In microrobotic systems, closed loop control is a popular manner to perform microtasks.
It could be accomplished via a microscope or/and a force sensor integrated at the mi-
croscale. Closed loop control possesses many merits. However, there are some drawbacks.
First, the exteroceptive sensors are generally bulky and often oﬀer only one or two di-
rections of measurement. Multi-direction of measurement requires to combine several
sensors, which is a tough task because of the limited workspace [19]. Moreover, the time
and computation cost paid is considerable. For example by visual servo control, image
acquisition, feature extraction and other image processing (e.g., subpixel enhancement)
introduce non-negligible time delays resulting in low assembly throughput.
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Open loop strategy requires good knowledge about system behavior. But it has
advantages over closed loop strategy as it uses only driving blocks and/or limit mea-
surement [8, 14]. Comparing to closed loop, open loop strategy does not need sensors in
the implementation phase. Positioning speed is faster because of no feedback and con-
vergence processes. In addition, noise in the feedback loop can be avoided. Thus, open
loop control is a rational alternative to improve eﬃciency and accuracy for microtasks.
We choose this alternative because many micro-nano robots are used in open loop in
planning layer and in closed loop in actuator layer.
2.5.4 Robot calibration
As shown in Fig. 2.9, we choose control strategy of planning-layer-open-loop and actuator-
layer-closed-loop. Open loop in planning layer can be fulﬁlled via robot calibration. Cal-
ibration is a process of locating the end-eﬀector of the manipulator in a global coordinate
frame with acceptable or improved absolute accuracy by identifying and compensating
errors in the control model. The basic idea of robot calibration requires a good model
and identiﬁcation of the model parameters. The whole process of calibration can be
divided into four steps as Fig. 2.10:
• Model structure determination (a): First we select the model structure which could
be a kinematic model or model-free structure, such as a neural network, etc. The
joint variables are q.
• Data acquisition (b): In this step, the microrobotic system is controlled to the
deﬁned target points q = xt. The external sensor estimates the real position xr of
the microrobotic system. Some external disturbance factors t, such as temperature,
are recorded at the same time.
• Model training/identiﬁcation (c): Subsequently, all the information including po-
sition measurements xm, target points q = xt, and/or external disturbance t is
fed into optimization algorithm, and then the vector of model parameters C is
identiﬁed.
• Implementation (d): In this phase, the calibrated model is implemented. The
control input xc is calculated using the model combining the identiﬁed vector C,
new targets q′, and real-time measurement of external disturbance t′. Finally, the
microrobotic system reaches positions x′r.
2.6 Conclusions
This chapter discusses the motivations to achieve high accuracy at the microscale. Mi-
crotechnology has immersed in a lot of applications in our life. Microrobots are assistants
that help us to access microworld. The accuracy of microrobots is the most important
criterion determining if the applications of microrobots are successful or not. Depend-
ing on diﬀerent practical cases, the required accuracy would range from several tens of
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Figure 2.9: Architecture of actuator and planning layers.
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Figure 2.10: Basic principle of robot calibration. Step (a): Model structure determina-
tion; Step (b): Data acquisition; Step (c): Model training and parameters identiﬁcation;
Step (d): Implementation of calibration model to the robot.
micrometers to a few nanometers. However, to achieve high accuracy is usually diﬃcult
because there are many sources of imperfection aﬀecting the motion of microrobots. Al-
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l possible imperfections are discussed and presented, such as assembly error, position-
and angle-dependent errors, thermal drift and so on. Before to improve the accuracy,
we have to measure the real positions and imperfections of the microrobots using ap-
propriate sensors. The diﬃculty is the lack of sensors that satisfy all the measuring
requirements, such as high accuracy and resolution, suitable range and bandwith, small
volume and sensitivity, multi-DoF and so on. This lack induces planing-layer control very
complex. In this thesis, robot calibration in open loop is chosen because its advantages
over closed loop. Open loop avoids the use of external sensors and feedback convergence
when implementing the robot, which is good for enhancing the eﬃciency.
Chapter 3
State of the Art
3.1 Introduction
Based on the discussions in Chapter 2, our primary direction is to improve positioning
accuracy through robot calibration. To go further, this chapter will review the state-
of-the-art of accuracy criterion in precision metrics that will be applied to experimental
tests to analyze positioning accuracy and repeatability for micro-nano robots. This
chapter will also review calibration of macro and micro-nano robots. Among them, we
will discuss their modeling methods, considered parameters, used sensors as well as links
to our work. This will enable to identify which models could be adapted for micro-nano
robot calibration, what sensing solution is today available and adapted and to state
which level of accuracy can be attained. Sensing solutions will be presented in terms of
micro- and nanopositioning respectively.
3.2 Precision metrics
Precision metrics will be discussed in this section to provide a common way for perfor-
mance characterization enabling performances comparison. Robot precision is usually
characterized by two indices: accuracy and repeatability. These two indices are ex-
plicitly deﬁned in international standard ISO 9283 [1] and American national standard
ANSI/RIA R15.05 [2]. ISO 9283 and ANSI/RIA R15.05 standards are designed for e-
valuating the performances of industrial robots [37]. Here, we only introduce standard
ISO 9283 which will be partially applied in our work.
3.2.1 ISO 9283 standard
ISO 9283 standard deﬁnes the positioning accuracy and repeatability. Fig. 3.1 shows
geometric view of the two performance indices.
The position accuracy AP is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the position of a
given command pose Oc(xc, yc, zc) and the barycenter G(x¯, y¯, z¯) of the attained positions
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Figure 3.1: Positioning accuracy AP and repeatability RP . G is the barycenter of
attained positions; Oc is the command pose.
(xi, yi, zi) when reaching the command pose from the same direction:
AP =
√
(x¯− xc)2 + (y¯ − yc)2 + (z¯ − zc)2, (3.1)
where
x¯ =
1
n
n∑
j=1
xj , (3.2)
y¯ =
1
n
n∑
j=1
yj , (3.3)
z¯ =
1
n
n∑
j=1
zj , (3.4)
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where x¯, y¯, and z¯ are the coordinates of the barycenter of the cluster of points obtained
after repeating the same pose n times.
ISO standard requires to perform n=30 cycles (command the same pose 30 times)
for every test. xc, yc and zc are the coordinates of the command pose; xj , yj and zj are
the coordinates of the j-th attained pose.
Pose repeatability is deﬁned to express the closeness of agreement between the at-
tained poses after n repeat visits to the same command pose in the same direction. For
a given pose, the repeatability RP is expressed by the radius of the sphere whose center
is the barycenter.
RP = l¯ + 3δ (3.5)
with
l¯ =
1
n
n∑
j=1
lj , (3.6)
lj =
√
(xj − x¯)2 + (xj − y¯)2 + (xj − z¯)2 (3.7)
δ =
√∑n
j=1(lj − l¯)2
n− 1 (3.8)
To obtain the pose positions xj , yj and zj , an external measuring system is required.
3.2.2 Other evaluation methods
ISO and ANSI standards are dedicated to industrial robots. They propose a general
framework which can be applied to speciﬁc application cases, whereas there are some
diﬃculties to apply them to micro-nano robotics. For example, the standards are based
on the fact that the measuring system's resolution is much higher than the robot's
resolution and the measuring errors could be neglected which is true in macrorobotics.
However, in micro-nano robotics, measuring uncertainty can not be ignored because the
resolution of sensors is closed to the resolution of micro-nano robots. Some researchers
thus proposed their own criteria to characterize accuracy and repeatability.
D. Popa et al. [65] proposed a new precision metric to redeﬁne repeatability and
accuracy. This new metric combines the sensor (used for performance evaluation) po-
sition and measurement uncertainty into accuracy and repeatability. For accuracy test,
the robotic system is commanded to place the end-eﬀector at a designated position in
3-dimensional space. The error distribution with respect to the sensor gives the measure
for accuracy. The diﬀerence between this proposed approach and the standard one is
that the conventional accuracy is a mean value, not a distribution. For the repeatability
test, the robotic system is commanded to place the end-eﬀector alternatively between
two predeﬁned but arbitrary points in 3-dimensional space. The error distribution with
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respect to the sensor gives the measure for repeatability. A notable advantage of the
metrics is the consideration of measuring uncertainty from the sensor. This is mean-
ingful because every kind of sensor has its speciﬁc measuring uncertainty which means
performances evaluated by diﬀerent sensors are diﬀerent.
Paying attention to the maximum position error, Jean-François Brethé [11] proved
that neither the pose repeatability nor the accuracy are adequate to calculate such er-
ror. The author proposed a granular stochastic modeling method which combines spatial
resolution and actuators' repeatability. The granulous space modeling was introduced
to depict the workspace which has holes, aggregates, and hyperredundant areas in the
micrometric structure. The granulous paradigm enables the determination of the maxi-
mum position error at the microscale. In our work, maximum position error is not what
we concern, instead we focus on average positioning error which is represented by ISO
accuracy.
3.2.3 Metrics used in this thesis
In ISO 9283, the deﬁnitions of repeatability and accuracy are formulated. However,
positioning performances depicted in literature are usually with diﬀerent criteria and
named in diﬀerent ways, such as absolute errors, positioning errors, accuracy, MSE
and so on. This makes comparison and reference diﬃcult. Moreover, there is no clear
formulation analysis to distinguish the diﬀerent error components induced by diﬀerent
sources. We seek to unify the calculation of positioning performance and express the
role of diﬀerent components in virtue of the calculation methods of ISO 9283. Besides,
we will evaluate the measuring uncertainty in the next section.
Without lost of generality, the following calculation and analysis will be based on
1-DoF case which is easy to expand to multi-DoF. For example, for a 1-DoF nanopo-
sitioning stage, given the target input xT , the real position measured by the external
sensor is xm and deﬁned by:
xm = G(xT ) + L(t) + S, (3.9)
where G(xT ) is the latent geometric model depicting the real displacement; L(t) is the
drift from environment (we will consider thermal eﬀect) acting on the nanopositioning
stage; S is the measuring uncertainty of the external sensor. Expending G(xT ), we have
xm = P (xT ) + xT + g(xT ) + L(t) + S, (3.10)
where P (xT ) is the error component inherent in the nanopositioning stage; g(xT ) is the
position-dependent error corresponding to joint input xT . P (xT ) is named intrinsic error
which cannot be compensated. This error results from the control precision of actuator
layer which is aﬀected by controller capability and resolution of internal sensor. P (xT )
can also be minimized by design, fabrication and setting. And g(xT ) can be minimized
by robot calibration. Fig. 3.2 shows the geometric representation of every component of
input-output of the 1-DoF nanopositioning stage. S can be minimized by use of adequate
sensor and measurement procedure which are not easy at the microscale. Except for that,
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the thermal drift due to the thermal expansion of the material of sensor head and the
table are rest parts of S.
In this chapter, S has been minimized through sensor selection and preliminary
experiments, and is neglected in the followings. So, the Eq. (3.10) becomes
xm = P (xT ) + xT + g(xT ) + L(t). (3.11)
Reference target xT
xm
|g(xT)|
External
Measurement xm
xT
L(t)
|P(xT)|
Trajectory of xm=xT+L(t)
Bounding curve of 
Real trajectories
Mean of real 
trajectories
xT+L(t)
Figure 3.2: Geometric representation of all input-output components of the 1-DoF
nanopositioning stage.
Accuracy and repeatability without external disturbances
Without considering external disturbances L(t) = 0, we deﬁne the following remark
regarding the accuracy and repeatability.
Remark 1 : Without external disturbances, the accuracy of the micropositioning stage
is determined by geometric error and intrinsic errors; the repeatability called intrinsic
repeatability is determined absolutely by intrinsic errors.
Exploiting the intrinsic characteristics, the external disturbances will be ignored, so
the measured pose can be expressed by:
xm = G(xT ) = P (xT ) + xT + g(xT ) (3.12)
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For a given pose, the accuracy expresses the deviation between the reference target
xT and the mean of a set of measured poses xm = 1n
∑n
i=1 xmi when reaching the target
n times. The 1D accuracy can be calculated according to ISO 9283:
API = |xm − xT |
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
xmi − xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Gi(xT )− xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT ) + g(xT ) + xT − xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣g(xT ) + 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT )
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.13)
The repeatability expresses the closeness of agreement between n measured poses as:
RPI =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|xmi − xm|+ 3σI
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Gi(xT )− 1n
n∑
j=1
Gi(xT )
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 3σI
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pi(xT ) + xT + g(xT )− 1n
n∑
j=1
Pi(xT )− xT − g(xT )
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 3σI
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pi(xT )− 1n
n∑
j=1
Pi(xT )
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 3σI (3.14)
where σI is the standard deviation. From Eq. (3.14), it can be seen that the repeatability
RPI comes from the intrinsic part P (xT ) of the stage. We call this repeatability as
intrinsic repeatability.
Accuracy and repeatability with external disturbances
Remark 2 : When subjected to external disturbances, the accuracy of the microposi-
tioning stage is degraded by geometric error, intrinsic errors, and external errors; the
repeatability is a combination of intrinsic part and extrinsic part represented by external
drift.
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Similar to Remark 1, positioning accuracy can be calculated through:
APE =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
xmi − xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣g(xT ) + 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT ) +
1
n
n∑
i=1
Li(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.15)
RPE =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|xmi − xm|+ 3σE
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pi(xT )− 1n
n∑
j=1
Pi(xT ) + Li(t)− 1
n
n∑
j=1
Li(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 3σE
≤ 1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣Pi(xT )− 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT )
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1n
n∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Li(t)− 1n
n∑
j=1
Li(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 3σE(3.16)
Therefore inside the sign of absolute value in Eq. (3.16), Pi(xT )− 1n
∑n
j=1 Pi(xT ) is
the part composed by intrinsic repeatability; Li(t)− 1n
∑n
j=1 Li(t) is the part composed
by thermal drift, which is extrinsic repeatability. Extrinsic repeatability comes from
external disturbances and changes somehow with external sources.
Accuracy and repeatability with calibration
With calibration, q = xT + g′(xT ) + L′(t) replaces xT as control input
xm = G(q) + L(t)
= g(q) + P (q) + q + L(t)
= g(xT + g
′(xT ) + L′(t)) + P (xT + g′(xT ) + L′(t)) + xT + g′(xT ) + L′(t) + L(t)
where g′(xT ) and L′(t) are additional inputs for compensating geometric and thermal
errors respectively.
In reality, g′(xT ) and L′(t) are small, e.g. g′(xT )<0.4 µm and L′(xT ) ≤ 5µm in a
nanopositioning stage. Therefore, g(xT + g′(xT ) + L′(t)) ≈ g(xT ) and P (xT + g′(xT ) +
L′(t)) ≈ P (xT ). Moreover, because g(xT ) is relatively simple and steady, the hypothesis
of perfect compensation of geometric error is strong, namely g′(xT ) = −g(xT ). Then,
xm = g(xT ) + P (xT ) + xT + g
′(xT ) + L′(t) + L(t)
= P (xT ) + xT + T (t)
If the compensation of thermal model is perfect, T (t) = 0, then xm = xT + P (xT ).
Remark 3 : When subjected to external disturbances, the accuracy of the microp-
ositioning stage using calibration is degraded by intrinsic errors and residual errors of
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imperfect compensation based on the assumption of complete compensation of geometric
error; the repeatability is a combination of intrinsic part and extrinsic part represented
by residual drift.
Similar to Remark 1 and Remark 2, we have
APS =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
xmi − xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT ) +
1
n
n∑
i=1
Ti(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.17)
RPS =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|xmi − xm|+ 3σC
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pi(xT )− 1n
n∑
j=1
Pi(xT ) + Ti(t)− 1
n
n∑
j=1
Ti(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 3σC (3.18)
Summary
Repeatability can be divided into two types, intrinsic repeatability and extrinsic repeata-
bility. Intrinsic repeatability is the characteristics of the stage itself and is only relevant
to geometric nature of the microrobot and controller capability. Extrinsic repeatability
is the summation of intrinsic repeatability and the portion aﬀected by external envi-
ronment.Intrinsic repeatability is relatively stable and extrinsic repeatability changes
with external factor (temperature in this case). In general, the deviation of tempera-
ture is wider, the extrinsic repeatability is larger. In the same condition of temperature
changing, the repeatability with thermal compensation is greater than that of no com-
pensation. The ﬁnal accuracy and repeatability are determined by the maximum values
of tests with M testing poses:
AP = max(APi), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M ;
RP = max(RPi), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M.
3.3 Calibration of macrorobotic systems
Robot calibration has been extensively investigated over 30 years. Most of these works
can be classiﬁed into two categories based on modeling: model-based and model-free
methods [3]. Their main diﬀerence is whether using kinematic modeling or not.
Model-based method involves systematic approaches establishing the relationship
between joint angles and end-eﬀector position with respect to a global frame. The relative
transformation between each two joints is clearly depicted with mathematical equations.
The most often used modeling approach is Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameterization.
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However, the error models based on DH convention are not continuous when consecutive
joint axes are parallel or almost parallel. To remedy this drawback, some modiﬁed DH
methods were proposed, such as the Hayati et al models, Veitschegger and Wu's model,
Stone and Sanderson's S-model. Zhuang et al proposed a Complete and Parametrically
Continuous (CPC) model [96]. Most of these modeling methods use ad hoc kinematic
representations which usually produce complicated expressions. Product-of-Exponentials
(POE) formula is a more general representation eliminating ad hoc expressions and
possessing singularity-free feature [63, 52, 32, 85]. Expect for these advanced methods,
there are another method based on vectors (3 × 3 matrices) or homogeneous matrices
(4 × 4 matrices) [6], which are suitable for simple cases modeling and will be applied in
our case study.
Due to structural complexity of many multi-DoF robots, alternative modeling adopts
model-free method instead of modeling explicitly diﬀerent sources of imperfections. The
commonly used model-free methods are multivariate polynomials, bilinear and cubic s-
pline interpolations, Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANN), or fuzzy logic [4]. Model-free
methods have advantages of simplicity and eﬀectiveness in small workspace. Howev-
er, because there is no semantic relationship between model parameters and physical
properties of the data to be approximated, it works like a black-box.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of our objectives is to understand the imperfection
behavior and to quantify the inﬂuences of imperfections to the microrobots. Therefore,
model-based calibration is more suitable than model-free one. To do that, we will need
to express all the considered imperfections in a uniﬁed kinematics model. In model-
free approach, interpolation techniques are used to calculate the errors on the poses
not measured [5, 4]. These techniques can also be used to estimate the position- and
angle-dependent errors on the poses not measured. Therefore, combining the kinematic
model with the interpolation techniques would be helpful to improve the model-based
calibration. This idea will be applied in calibration of our microrobotic systems.
The most commonly considered imperfections are errors on joint oﬀset, link length,
link oﬀset and link twist, which correspond to the four parameters associated with every
link of a robot in DH-convention. Calibration of these errors are performed with two
kinds of methods. One kind of methods require external sensor to measure the robot end-
eﬀector pose. The most commonly used sensors are coordinate measurement machine
(CMM) [25] and laser tracking system [86]. Another kind of methods imposes some
constraints on the end-eﬀector or joints by some lock mechanisms. An automated method
was proposed to calibrate joint oﬀset of industrial robot based on single-point constraint
approach using position sensitive detectors (PSD) [51]. Another method was based on
tracking a laser line in the robot workspace [17]. The robot joint angles were recorded
during the tracking and then used for estimating the robot zero oﬀset.
The calibration in [41] made use of the motorized prismatic joint positions corre-
sponding to some sets of conﬁgurations where in each set either a passive universal joint
or a passive spherical joint is ﬁxed using a lock mechanism. Robot calibration with
planar constraints was proposed in [95]. It ﬁrst showed that a single-plane constraint is
normally not suﬃcient to calibrate a robot. It is also proven that by using a three-plane
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constraint, the constrained system is equivalent to an unconstrained point-measurement
system under certain conditions.
Recently, vision-based metrology became a powerful tool in robot calibration. A pro-
posed algorithm required a ground-truth scale in the reference frame and assumed that
there was a camera is rigidly attached to the robot end-eﬀector, which made it possible
to obtain the pose of the robot with the pose of the camera [60]. By designing a robot
movement trajectory, the camera poses can be estimated up to a scale factor at each
conﬁguration with the factorization method, where a nonlinear least-square algorithm is
applied to improve its robustness. The great advantage of this proprioceptive method
was that only image sequences of a calibration object and a ground-truth length are
needed, which made the robot calibration procedure more autonomous in a dynamic
manufacturing environment. Exteroceptive sensing using vision was adapted for cali-
bration of parallel robots [71, 70]. In [71], the need for accurate calibration target was
suppressed. A novel approach was proposed for observation of parallel robot legs with a
camera. The vision-based methods are low-cost and ﬂexible, however, it is very diﬃcult
to apply and integrate vision systems with suﬃcient range and resolution in microrobots.
Except for the four DH parameters, [56] and [68] included two further parameters de-
scribing distortions of the motion axis from its ideal orientation in the kinematic model
and modeled them as two rotations performed before the joint angle rotation.
Flexibility on joints and links is a hot topic in robot calibration in recent years.
Compared to the above-mentioned constant parameters, elastic deformation is much
more diﬃcult to model and compensate. The calibration and compensation of ﬂexibility
involve elasticity modeling, spring constant, the location of the mass center of each link,
the mass of the links, the joint conﬁgurations. A model of harmonic drive stiﬀness was
developed through a controlled loading experiment [79]. The stiﬀness component of joint
torque on a manipulator was modeled as a function of the applied load [40]. Authors
in [36] and [59] used a set of generalized error functions unifying geometric and elastic
errors but did not identify physically meaningful parameters. Khalil and Besnard recently
developed a nonlinear least-squares method to calculate physically meaningful geometric
and ﬂexibility parameters [42]. A ﬂexible model describing the PPS (Patient Positioning
Systems) was developed [39]. This model took into account the most signiﬁcant structure
distortions, and the model parameters had a physical meaning. Lightcap et al. deﬁned
a ﬂexible geometric model including cubic spring coeﬃcients [49]. The ﬂexibility in
the harmonic drive transmission was modeled with the torsional spring model. Four
methods were presented for the identiﬁcation of the inertial parameters of the load of a
manipulator [45]. The knowledge of the values of these parameters can be used to tune
the control law parameters in order to improve the dynamic accuracy of the robot. These
works all modeled systematically the ﬂexibility with a limited number of coeﬃcients and
identiﬁed such coeﬃcients using optimization algorithms. The ﬂexibility errors are load-,
position-, and angle-dependent which will also be encountered in microrobotic systems.
However, the position- and angle-dependent errors at the microscale normally can not
be modeled with limited numbers of coeﬃcients. This is because, at the microscale, the
main inﬂuence sources of such errors comes from the actuation system and fabrication
instead of gravity load, which makes behavior too complex to model.
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Temperature is also a major cause aﬀecting positioning accuracy in micro-nano po-
sitioning. There have been a lot of works about real-time thermal compensation for
machine tools. [18] applied and compared multiple regression analysis and artiﬁcial neu-
ral network for calibration of machine tools. An approach based on Gaussian integration
technique was proposed for modeling thermally induced errors and selecting optimum
temperature locations [46]. In [94], thermal modal analysis was utilized for the tem-
perature sensor placement determination and robust thermal error modeling for CNC
(Computer Numerical Control) machine tools. Zhao et al. [91] simulated the thermal
deformation of a CNC spindle and calculated the thermal error using ﬁnite element
method. Fraser et al. [28] developed expressions for the generalized transfer functions of
the thermal, and thermal deformation response of the machine tool structure. Thermal
compensation was also tackled on industrial robot [30]. Principal component analysis
was used to ﬁnd the temperature vector containing most information of the thermal-
induced errors, and thermal error models was established using orthogonal regression
methods.
3.4 Calibration of microrobotic systems
Comparing with macrorobotics, calibration of microrobotics is rarely studied. With the
fast development of microrobotics during the last decades, research about calibration
of microrobots is getting more and more attention. To fulﬁll micromanipulation tasks,
microrobotic systems usually need to get help from calibration to improve the positioning
accuracy.
3.4.1 Works without considering thermal compensation
A simple calibration scheme [21] was proposed based on linear interpolation of a set
of taught benchmarks. M1 and M2 were micropositioners with grippers and M3 was
the micropositioner with a MEMS die (Fig. 3.3 (a)). The end-eﬀector of M1 or M2
was controlled to point to reference points at M3 and its three joint coordinates are
recorded (Fig. 3.3 (b)). Using these data, the transformation or mapping between joint
coordinates in the robot frame and die coordinates in the global frame was calculated
based on linear interpolation (Fig. 3.4). Two sets of information were provided by
internal and external sensor respectively. After calibration, the micropositioners were
controlled to perform out-of-place assembly to arbitrary desired locations on the MEMS
die held by M3. The average positioning error using calibration was better than 4 µm.
A procedure (Fig. 3.5) of calibration and the application was presented in [65]. A
schematic diagram of the relative position of several local/global frames is shown in Fig.
3.6. First the tilt angle was manually adjusted in order to guarantee that end-eﬀectors
were vertical enough to pick up all parts. The paper illustrated the calibration method
by ﬁnding the transformation from world frame into R1 frame, and then into the gripper
tool manipulator R2 frame. The calibrated microrobotic system fulﬁlled the task of
aligning the MEMS die to the carrier with error 35 µm.
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(a) Schematic diagram of the microrobotic sys-
tem containing 3 microrobots.
(b) Top view (XY) of MEMS die on
M3 micropositioner, indicating 3 cal-
ibration points and nine test points.
Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup [21].
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of mapping from robot frame to global frame.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of calibration process in [65].
A hybrid scheme [58] was proposed combining open loop calibration and closed loop
visual servoing. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the robot-camera calibration was performed
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Figure 3.6: Coordinate frames assignment for micromanipulators in [65]
ﬁrst, and then problems related to tool position drift were dealt using continuous recal-
ibration. Fine positioning was achieved through visual servoing. Here, calibration and
recalibration were used for coarse positioning which brought the micropipette inside the
ﬁeld-of-view of the camera. For the task of reaching over 300 targets in a workspace
400×300 µm, the average positioning error was achieved 5.65 µm using calibration and
1.75 µm using recalibration.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of calibration process in [58].
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Similarly, [64] used a solution which relies on approximation to create a lookup table
between the world frame and image frame. Fig. 3.8 shows that the end-eﬀector was
manually brought to the corner of the ﬁeld-of-view of the camera by teleoperation. The
microrobot was controlled to move with joint coordinate (Xi, Yi), and (xi, yi) was record-
ed concurrently in image frame. The transformation between (Xi, Yi) and (xi, yi) was
constructed using least square ﬁtting. For validation, three tests (Fig. 3.9) of particles
manipulation were preformed to construct a line, a cross, and a W. Average positioning
errors between targets and real positions are less than 1 µm in three tests (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of calibration process in [64].
Figure 3.9: Experimental results of aligning the particles in a line, a cross, and a W
after calibration [64].
Table 3.1: External sensors for position measurement at the microscale [64].
Experiment Average error  Minimum error Maximum error
1. line 0.35 µm 0.18 µm 0.71 µm
2. cross 0.39 µm 0.25 µm 0.63 µm
3. W 0.53 µm 0.13 µm 0.97 µm
3.4.2 Works with thermal compensation
As discussed in Section 3.3, there have been numerous works concerning large-sized and
macropositioning robots or machine tools with thermal compensation.
In the condition of indoor temperature, drift of the nanopositioning stage can reach
a few microns, which is not acceptable in many applications [58]. For example, the
thermal drift of a 5 cm long aluminium bar can reach 1.2 µm while temperature changes
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1 ◦C. However, microrobots should guarantee accuracy within submicron range when
operating in uncontrolled environment where complex and nonlinear disturbances occur
from everything (robot, measuring instruments, nearby devices, ...). One solution to
wipe oﬀ temperature inﬂuence is using thermal-isolation or stabilization equipments to
keep temperature stable within the workspace.
[27] carried out the measurement in a chamber inside which the measuring envi-
ronment was protected against thermal perturbations. The temperature was stabilized
within less than ±0.1◦C. To investigate the inﬂuence of environmental conditions on
microassembly, the experimental setup was put inside an environment controlled sta-
tion in [92]. However, appropriate devices are not easy to get in the context of micro
and nanoscale. Even in clean room (an environment more steady than normal labs),
temperature variation is suﬃciently large (±1 to ±2 ◦C) to aﬀect the reference posi-
tion and induce inaccuracy in micrometer range. To achieve submicron accuracy, these
temperature drift can not be ignored in a temperature changing environment.
An ultra-high-precision linear axis was calibrated while thermal eﬀects acting on it
in [55]. The model is:
q = α1x
2 + βx + γ + a1T1 + . . .+ a10T10, (3.19)
where α, β and γ are coeﬃcients, while a1, . . . , a10 are thermal coeﬃcients. A few
thermocouples were attached on some locations of the setup (Fig. 3.10) to measure the
temperature. The calibration procedure is: First, they took data sets S1 and S2 using
interferometer. Second, S1 is used for training the model and the parameters can be
obtained. Finally S2 was used to check the extrapolation of the model. Hence, actually
the validation is the ﬁtting performance of the model rather than the real performance
implementing the model. Further experiment must be performed by implementing the
calibrated model so that the real performance will be known.
Figure 3.10: Schematic diagram of experimental setup for calibration of ultra-high-
precision linear axis [55].
In [54], calibration was performed for Agietron Micro-Nano robot (Fig. 3.11). A
model was developed to compensate geometric and thermal eﬀects. Similar to the one
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in [55], the model for axis i, i = x, y, z is:
qi = Geometric model + b1T1 + . . .+ b7T7, (3.20)
where qi is the motor coordinate of axis i, i = x, y, z; b1, . . . , b7 are thermal coeﬃcients.
The Geometric model is much complex than that of single axis:
Geometric model = a1ix+ a2iy + a3iz + a4ix
2 + a5iy
2 + a6iz
2 + a7ixy + a8ixz + a9iyz
+ a10ix
3 + a11iy
3 + a12iz
3 + a13ixyz + a14ix
2y + a15ix
2z + a16iy
2x
+ a17iy
2z + a18iz
2x+ a19iz
2y + a20i, (3.21)
where a1i, . . . , a20i are geometric parameters of axis i, i = x, y, z. Validation was per-
formed to evaluate the ﬁnal positioning performance of the end-eﬀector. Diﬀerent from
[55], the validation data set S2 was taken after calibration (Fig. 3.12). The ﬁnal posi-
tioning error is ±100 nm in reaching 94 positions. The calibrated performance was good
in 50 minutes of validation. Temperature of the robot during training step changed from
20 ◦C to 22.5 ◦C approximately. However, there was no temperature in the validation
step presented.
Figure 3.11: Agietron Micro-Nano robot [54].
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of mapping from robot frame to global frame.
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3.4.3 Summary
The above reported works concerning calibration of micro-nano robotic systems are sum-
marized in Table 3.2. We classify them into two groups based on considering thermal
compensation or not.
Table 3.2: Calibration of micro-nano robotic systems.
Robot
DoF of
robot
Model Imperfection
External
sensor
Positioning
errors after
calibration
I
Das07 [21]
Micro-Nano
stages
3
linear
interpolation
geometric vision < 4 µm
Pop09 [65] Micro stage 3 kinematic geometric vision 35 µm
Mat09 [58] Micro stage 2 mapping geometric vision 5.65 µm
Paw06 [64] Nano stage 2 mapping geometric vision ≈ 0.5 µm
Zha08 [90] Nano stage 2 mapping geometric vision 2 µm
II Lub11 [54]
Agietron
Micro-Nano
robot
3 Polynomial
geometric
+ thermal
interferometer ± 100 nm
Group I is about calibration of micro-nano robotic systems used in micromanipulation
platforms. Works in [21, 58, 64, 90] all deal with seeking direct transformation between
robot joint coordinates and object coordinates in image frame. These methods are simple
and easy to implement. However, they are somehow like a black box or semi-black box
from which we have no ideal about the detail behavior of the robots. Even though [65]
gave the kinematic model of the microrobotic system, it did not consider the modeling
of some higher order imperfections, such as position-dependent and angle-dependent
errors. To better depict the behavior of microrobotic systems, we should use model-
based method and take into account all or most important imperfections.
Group II is about calibration of an ultra-high-precision industrial robot with thermal
drift compensation. To achieve high accuracy up to nanometer range, thermal drift is an
inevitable factor. Work in Group II proposes calibration models including thermal drift
compensation for ultra-high-precision robots. However, [54] did not provide long term
examination of robustness and repeatability performance. To push further the research,
we will investigate the thermal compensation in the long term by implementing the
calibrated model, and study about repeatability in thermal compensation.
3.5 Sensing solutions
As stated in chapter 2, sensing is diﬃcult to satisfy all the requirements at the microscale.
There is a lack of commercially available device providing adequate resolution, accuracy,
and range for microscale. Therefore, research is making every eﬀort to fulﬁll sensing
requirements at the microscale. In this thesis, the micro and nano stages involved have
already been controlled in closed loop with internal sensors. Therefore, we concentrate on
open loop control with external sensing. A vision system working with particular pattern
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and algorithm developed in AS2M, Femto-st is chosen for micropositioning measurement.
Laser interferometers are selected for nanopositioning measurement.
3.5.1 Sensor for micropositioning
A novel measuring system was proposed for absolute position measurement and the
retrieval of an area of interest under microscope [89, 75, 88]. The system consists of
a normal video camera, a microscope lens, an objective with 10× magniﬁcation and a
micro-pattern with a speciﬁc design. This pattern is encoded with 2-D binary numbers
which is distinct from the commonly used calibration patterns in vision system. The
representation of this binary code using the pseudo-periodic distribution of dots enables
absolute position (x and y) and orientation (Θ) retrieval from any view of a local zone of
small dimensions observed by the vision (Fig. 3.13) with respect to the whole encrypted
pattern in both position and orientation. The processing algorithm (Pseudo-Periodic
Pattern or PPP algorithm) possesses high range-to-resolution rate (≈ 105) where the
measuring range depends only on the size of the pattern and the high resolution is
achieved using the phase measurement of the grid. About the fabrication of the pattern
and the algorithm, one can refer to [88] for more details. There are two parts of the
algorithm. The ﬁrst part involves linear processing and provides a very ﬁne positioning
of the periodic frame with respect to the pixel frame of the camera. The second part
involves binary processing for bit value identiﬁcation and LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift
Registers) sequence reconstruction and decoding. The overall procedure is shown in Fig.
3.14 and the detailed steps are as follows:
• Step 1: Images of local areas of the pattern are recorded.
• Step 2: The images are processed with Fourier Transform (FT). A spectrum com-
posed of a few lobes is obtained where two of them are representative of the period-
ical fringes that contain the information about the vertical and horizontal position
of the PPP.
• Step 3: Such lobes are ﬁltered by a band-pass ﬁlter.
• Step 4: Inverse Fourier transform is executed for these ﬁltered lobes and the phases
relative to the vertical and horizontal directions are obtained.
• Step 5: The wrapped phases are unwrapped then.
• Step 6: After phase unwrapping, least square ﬁtting is used to obtain the phase
planes which is linear with respect to the pixel frame.
• Step 7: The PPP is binarized by distinguishing the absent dots from the present
ones by means of thresholding the wrapped phase obtained in Step 4.
• Step 8: The encrypted binary code is extracted and bits are obtained from which
we decrypt the bi-dimensional pseudo-random sequences.
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• Step 9: From the obtained sequences, reference and shifted lines are then decrypted
which values lead to a coarse absolute position.
• Step 10: Finally, the ﬁne measurement obtained at step one is compensated with
the coarse measurement from step two in order to obtain the corresponding (x, y,
θ) high-accurate absolute coordinates of the zone under view.
Figure 3.13: Image of a local area of Pseudo-Periodic Pattern (PPP) where every dot is
2 µm in diameter.
Figure 3.14: Schematic diagram of absolute position retrieval procedure [88].
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This PPP algorithm possesses high resolution which is below 10 nm. In this thesis,
we employ such algorithm to measure the motion of the microrobotic system.
Figure 3.15: Photos of experimental setup for testing measurement uncertainty.
Table 3.3: Drift in x and y directions.
Axis x y
Drift rate (µm/◦C) 0.157 1.357
To evaluate the measuring uncertainty, the vision system has to be tested by mea-
suring static pattern. The motions of the pattern along x and y are measured with the
camera. Fig.3.15 is the pictures of the vision system, a ﬁxture glued with a pattern,
and a temperature sensor. This vision system is always ﬁxed on the same place during
all the experiments in this chapter. Tests take place in the ambient temperature for 15
hours. The result of one of the tests is shown in Fig. 3.16. In this case, the temperature
deviation is about 0.6 ◦C, and the measurement drifts about 0.1 µm in x direction, and
drift in y direction is larger (0.9 µm). From Fig. 3.16(e), we can see the drift along y is
quite proportional to the temperature deviation. However, the drift along x appears to
be less correlated to the temperature change (Fig. 3.16(c)). The magnitude of the drift
regarding temperature deviation is concluded in Table 3.3, even though the drift may not
totally be induced by temperature. Drift rate in y direction is almost ten times of that
in x direction. This is an intrinsic feature of our measuring system and is maximizing.
Another two tests measuring the microrobotic system with XY stages on/oﬀ have been
performed. The results demonstrate that the drift is also in the range as the ﬁxture. To
sum up, the results in the table can be regarded as measuring uncertainty inherent in
our measuring system than which positioning accuracy cannot be improved better.
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Figure 3.16: Experimental results of measuring the ﬁxed pattern.
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3.5.2 Sensor for nanopositioning
For nanopositioning measurement, we use a commercial system with either one or two
SP-S 120 SIOS laser interferometers (Meßtechnik GmbH). The interferometer has high
resolution (0.3 nm) and large measuring range (± 2.2 mm) which are indicated in Table
3.5.2. These features are suitable for measurement of nanopositioning. Before using the
interferometer, we should know ﬁrst its measuring uncertainty. According to [15], the
measuring uncertainty of interferometer can be classiﬁed into three categories: intrin-
sic errors, environmental errors, and installation errors. The uncertainties (denoted by
U1, . . . , U8) considered for errors budget are laser wavelength accuracy, electronics error,
optics nonlinearity, wavelength compensation, optics thermal drift, deadpath error, Abbe
error, and cosine error.
According to the standard GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Mea-
surement) and [15], we obtain a set of uncertainties as shown in Table 3.5.2. The laser
wavelength accuracy is obtained through laser wavelength stability which is negligible
(U1 = 0.087 nm). Electronics error which is equal to 0.08 nm is associated with the
resolution 0.3 nm of the interferometer. Optics nonlinearity is diﬀerent for each interfer-
ometer. Here, we do not have this value for our sensors. For estimation, we use the value
3 nm provided in [15]. Wavelength compensation and deadpath correction are realized
by built-in temperature/pressure-correction module (incorporates a temperature sensor
and barometric-pressure sensor. Three main atmospheric factors, temperature, pressure,
and humidity, aﬀect the laser wavelength. 1 ppm (parts per million, 1 ppm = 1
106
) error
results from any one of the following change [15]:
• 1 ◦C change in ambient temperature;
• 2.5 mmHg change in ambient pressure;
• 80 % change in ambient relative humidity.
To compensate these atmospheric inﬂuence, there is a wavelength compensation system
embedded in the interferometer. As stated in Table 3.5.2, the measuring uncertainties of
temperature, pressure, and humidity are smaller than 0.1 K, 300 Pa, and 3% respectively.
The atmospheric induced uncertainty is calculated as 0.262 nm. The uncertainty U5 = 29
nm induced by optics thermal drift is calculated based on a typical ratio 0.5 µm/◦C. The
optics thermal drift comes from changes of the physical sizes and index-of-refraction of
some optical components when temperature varies. Deadpath error U6 is 26.2 nm. Abbe
error is 10 nm which is due to parallel oﬀset of the laser beam exiting the sensor head
relative to the measurement axis. Cosine error is 0.76 nm which is due to angular
misalignment of the beam exiting the sensor head on the object to be measured. Finally,
the combined standard uncertainty including all these uncertainty sources is 40.6 nm.
This uncertainty is the S in Eq. (3.10).
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Table 3.4: Speciﬁcation and evaluation of measuring uncertainty of interferometer SP-S
120 subjected to ambient temperature.
Interferometer SP-S 120
Laser wavelength Approx. 633 nm
Measuring range ±2.2 mm
Resolution 0.3 nm
Measured distance L 500 µm
Deadpath length 5cm
Intrinsic
errors
Laser wavelength
stability
≤ 3× 10−7 = 0.3 ppm
U1 =
L(m)(0.3×10−6)√
3
= 0.0005×0.3√
3
= 0.087 nm
Electronics error U2 =
0.0003/2√
3
= 0.08 nm
Optics nonlinearity U3 =
0.0042√
2
= 3 nm
Environmental
errors
Atmospheric
compensation
Temp: ≤0.1K
UW (ppm) =√
( 0.1√
3
)2 + ( 0.9√
3
)2 + ( 0.0375√
3
)2
=0.5233 ppm
U4 = UWL = 0.5233 ppm × 0.0005
= 0.262 nm
Pressure: ≤0.6%
of F. S. = 300 Pa
=2.25 mmHg
Humidity: ≤3%
Optics thermal drift U5=
0.1×(0.5µm◦C)√
3
=29 nm
Installation
errors
Deadpath error U6 = 0.5233×0.05 = 26.2 nm
Abbe error
U7 = 4 LAbbe=1cm×tan(6µrad)
=10 nm
Cosine error
U8 = 4 Lcos=L(1-cos(α))
=500µm×(1-cos(0.1/◦)) = 0.76 nm
Combined
standard
uncertainty
√
(U1)2 + (U2)2 + (U3)2 + (U5)2 + (U7)2 + (U8)2 + (U4 + U6)2
=
√
(0.087)2 + (0.08)2 + (3)2 + (29)2 + (10)2 + (0.76)2 + (0.262 + 26.2)2
=40.6 nm
3.6 Conclusions and objectives
In this chapter we review research works dedicated to calibration of macro and micro-
nano robots. Objective accuracies to be achieved for micro- and nanopositioning are
determined based on analysis about the state-of-the-art. Existing precision criteria are
reviewed and discussed, and our further analysis and discussions about accuracy and
repeatability are presented.
The relationship between accuracy/positioning errors and workspace/stroke of mi-
cropositioning in some state-of-the-art works is shown in Fig. 3.17. Performances
achieved by closed loop are better than open loop which are as mentioned in last chapter.
Closed loop control achieves accuracy better than 3 µm, and the best accuracy achieved
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by open loop is about 4.7 µm. Also as discussed in Chapter 2, diﬀerent literatures
have their own calculation methods of accuracy, we can not compare them absolutely.
However, we can still deﬁne the objectives of accuracy based on these results. For mi-
cropositioning, we aim to achieve accuracy ≤ 4 µm and propose a procedure for general
purpose applicable for all microrobots.
The accuracies/errors achieved for nanopositioning in literature are shown in Fig.
3.18. Result in [54] is quite good and concerns performance in 50 minutes. Our objective
is to achieve ≤ 100 nm for nanopositioning in a longer term (e.g., a few days) in room
temperature.
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Figure 3.17: Micropositioning accuracy in state-of-the-art [21, 58, 57, 65, 80, 81, 82, 93].
There remain two main problems to be solved: 1. performances of micro-nano robots
are relatively locally known and should be characterized; 2. improvement of micro-nano
positioning accuracy. In terms of these issues, in the following two chapters, we aim at
better understanding of robot behavior and sources of inaccuracy. Our objectives are to
achieve accuracy ≤ 4 µm for micropositioning and ≤ 100 nm for nanopositioning. We
will adopt the novel measuring tool for measuring micropositioning in a relatively large
area (e.g., 10 × 4 mm). Thermal compensation in the long term will be investigated.
All the characterization and calibration will be implemented on real micro-nano robotic
stages and validated experimentally.
In this thesis, considering the most inﬂuential factors, we will tackle and quanti-
fy the inﬂuences of main imperfections which are assembly errors, position-dependent
errors, and angle-dependent errors on the micropositioning stages. Temperature is a
prevalent factor when it is not strictly controlled. For higher requirement of accuracy
in nanopositioning, geometric errors and temperature eﬀect are considered together for
nanopositioning stages.
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Figure 3.18: Nanopositioning accuracy in state-of-the-art [54, 64, 87, 90].
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Chapter 4
Calibration of Microrobotic Systems
4.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the calibration of microrobotic systems in order to achieve high
positioning accuracy. Microrobotic systems comprising several micropositioning stages
are commonly used in micromanipulation systems. Micropositioning stages have motion
strokes from a few micrometers up to several tens of millimeters relying on mechanical
guiding with friction based principle. Many factors inﬂuence the accuracy of microrobotic
systems, such as the qualities of fabrication, linearity, backlashes, weight of the axes.
Since the tasks at the microscale require high ﬂexibility, microrobotic systems consisting
of several micropositioning stages have to be constructed according to speciﬁc tasks [20].
Each of these stages usually has limited Degrees-of-Freedom. Then, several of them have
to be assembled together to meet multi-DoF requirements. Tools such as gripper, probe,
and sensors are ﬁxed onto the stages as end-eﬀector. The assemblies of micropositioning
stages and end-eﬀectors are usually performed by hands and not in an accurate way at
this scale. Therefore, to achieve an positioning accuracy better than 4 µm, some physical
parameters (e.g., perpendicularity of two stages and position of end-eﬀector with respect
to the stages) must be identiﬁed and compensated. Moreover, imperfections, such as
position-dependent and angle-dependent errors, intrinsic to the micropositioning stages
are noticeable issues at the microscale desiring higher accuracy.
In this chapter, we present a generic methodology to achieve microrobot calibra-
tion. This general framework consist of kinematic modeling, sources classiﬁcation, and
parameters identiﬁcation. Subsequently, as a preliminary step for the full calibration,
characterization and compensation for position-dependent errors of XY stages are per-
formed using a lookup table. The XYΘ microrobotic system is chosen as the case study
because such system includes most of the sources of inaccuracy at the microscale. Based
on the generic framework and characterization information of XY stages, we perform a
full procedure of calibration for the XYΘ microrobotic system. We consider ﬁve com-
plementary models to analyze the most inﬂuential factors and quantify their relative
inﬂuences and performances on the microrobotic system.
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4.2 General methodology for calibration of microrobotic sys-
tems
4.2.1 Kinematic modeling
The objective of robotic calibration is to locate the end-eﬀector to global positions ac-
curately. To do that, diﬀerent frames must be deﬁned and their mathematical equations
must be deduced based on the relative positions of the frames. As shown in Fig. 4.1, two
coordinate frames are deﬁned which are the world frame WF ({OWF , ~xWF , ~yWF , ~zWF })
and the tool frame TF ({OTF , ~xTF , ~yTF , ~zTF }). Every joint is assigned one frame. qk is
the kth joint variable which could be a translation distance or a rotation angle. The coor-
dinates of point OTF with respect to frameWF are represented by vector (
−−−−−−→
OWFOTF )WF
passing through all the joints and the tool. To depict the whole system and identify the
parameters, a forward kinematics is required to deﬁne the relation between the joint co-
ordinates qk and the end-point coordinates with respect toWF . The forward kinematics
of the robot is calculated by:
(
−−−−−−→
OWFOTF )WF = (
−−−−−→
OWFO1)WF + (
−−−→
O1O2)WF
+ · · ·+ (−−−−−→OkOk+1)WF + · · ·+ (−−−−−→OnOTF )WF . (4.1)
Furthermore, each vector can be expressed in its local coordinate frame:
(
−−−−−−→
OWFOTF )WF = (
−−−−−→
OWFO1)WF + T
WF
1 (
−−−→
O1O2)1
+ · · ·+ TWFk (
−−−−−→
OkOk+1)k + · · ·+ TWFn (
−−−−−→
OnOTF )n, (4.2)
where TWFk is the matrix expressing the transformation from the local frame of the kth
joint to the world frame WF .
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Figure 4.1: Kinematics of an n-DoF serial robot. World frame {OWF , ~xWF , ~yWF , ~zWF };
joint variable qk, k = 1, . . . , n; joint frame {Ok, ~xk, ~yk, ~zk}, k = 1, . . . , n; tool frame
{OTF , ~xTF , ~yTF , ~zTF }.
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Parameters are identiﬁed based on the forward kinematics. Inverse kinematics is used
to control the microrobotic system by implementing the models after calibration. For
the sake of convenient discussion, the forward f and inverse g kinematics are represented
by the following form: {
f(q, φ) = P
g(P, φ) = q,
(4.3)
where q is the vector of joint coordinates, φ is the vector of kinematic parameters, and
P is the vector of tool coordinates with respect to the world frame.
4.2.2 Classiﬁcation of error sources
For microrobotic systems commonly used, the most inﬂuential imperfections or unknown
parameters can be classiﬁed into three types: the ones between two axes, the ones along a
translation axis, and the ones about a rotation axis. In this work, we call them assembly
errors, position-dependent errors, and angle-dependent errors, respectively.
The ﬁrst type is shown in Fig. 4.2. We assume that a joint axis attached with a frame
{Ok, ~xk, ~yk, ~zk} links with an adjacent axis attached with a frame {Ok+1, ~xk+1, ~yk+1, ~zk+1}.
Three parameters ak, bk, and ck depict their relative positions along ~xk, ~yk, and ~zk axes.
Another two parameters αk, βk depict their relative orientations. These parameters are
aﬀected by the assembly process which are called assembly parameters.
ak
bk
ck
 k
!k
xk
yk
zk
yk+1
xk+1
zk+1
Ok
Ok+1
Figure 4.2: Assembly errors between two axes. {Ok, ~xk, ~yk, ~zk}=frame of mobile part of
joint qk; {Ok+1, ~xk+1, ~yk+1, ~zk+1}=frame of mobile part of joint qk+1.
The second type is local imperfections along a translation axis (e.g., ~xk axis in this
case) shown in Fig. 4.3. Because the motions of micropositioning axes are not perfectly
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linear, the commanded positions are not equal to the really reaching positions, and there
are coupling errors in one axis when the motion happens in another axis. For a given
joint input qk, there are three translation and three rotation errors along the axis. The
real position along the axis is qk + ak(qk) along ~xk accompanying coupling errors bk(qk)
and ck(qk) along ~yk, and ~zk respectively when control input along ~xk is qk. Meanwhile,
there are three angular defects αk(qk), βk(qk), and γk(qk) along three directions.
xk
yk
zk
ck(qk)
bk(qk)
qk+ak(qk)
"k(qk)
!k(qk)
 k(qk)
Real motion
Ok
Figure 4.3: Position-dependent errors along a translation axis. {Ok, ~xk, ~yk, ~zk}=frame of
mobile part of prismatic joint qk.
The counterparts of the rotation around ~zk axis are shown in Fig. 4.4. Depending
on the rotating angle qk, the rotation center changes in 3-dimensional space. The real
trajectory is deﬁned by three position errors ak(qk), bk(qk), and ck(qk) when control
input angle is qk. Rotation motion may also generate angular errors in three directions
which are αk(qk), βk(qk), and γk(qk) along ~xk, ~yk, and ~zk, respectively.
These imperfections have diﬀerent eﬀects on positioning accuracy. Hence, in a follow-
ing case study, we construct diﬀerent models to investigate their inﬂuences on positioning
accuracy taking into account these imperfections.
4.2.3 Parameters identiﬁcation
Identiﬁcation of the model parameters is performed following four steps: First, a cost
function is built up inclusive of calculated poses and measured poses. Second, identiﬁa-
bility of the parameters is examined to evaluate whether the parameters are identiﬁable
or not. Third, observability analysis is performed to estimate the optimal number of
poses. The last step is to identify the parameters through minimizing the cost function.
The ﬁrst three steps are discussed in detail in followings, and the last step is performed
with experimental data in next section. The second and third steps are investigated
through simulation.
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Figure 4.4: Angle-dependent errors about a rotation axis. {Ok, ~xk, ~yk, ~zk}=frame of
mobile part of revolute joint qk.
Cost functions
Parameters are identiﬁed through minimizing the error between measured position Pm =
(xm, ym, zm) and calculated position Pc = (xc, yc, zc) which is calculated through forward
kinematics. For the ith measured position Pmi = (xmi, ymi, zmi) and the ith calculated
position Pci = (xci, yci, zci), the ith element of the cost function is deﬁned as
ei = ε
2
xi + ε
2
yi + ε
2
zi
where 
εxi = xci − xmi
εyi = yci − ymi
εzi = zci − zmi
(4.4)
The cost function E can be deﬁned with diﬀerent pose combinations for n poses:
E =
n∑
i=1
ei. (4.5)
Parameters identiﬁcation turns into an optimization problem of minimizing E.
Identiﬁability analysis
Identiﬁability analysis is going to determine if the parameters in the cost function are
identiﬁable [43]. The determination of the identiﬁable parameters must be done be-
fore the identiﬁcation process. The ﬁrst equation of (4.3) is a general form of forward
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kinematic equation that can be linearized as:
∆P =
∂f
∂φ
∆φ, (4.6)
where ∂f∂φ = J is the Jacobian matrix.
Through QR decomposition [44], we have the following equation:
QR = J.
An upper triangular matrix R can be obtained where the elements on the diagonal
correspond to the kinematic parameters. The non-identiﬁable parameters are those who
are equal to zero.
Observability analysis
To identify unknown parameters, a set of poses is chosen and measurements are per-
formed at these poses. In the expertise of robotic calibration, observability index mea-
sures the quality of the poses chosen. The observability index is based on singular values
by Singular Values Decomposition (SVD) [77]. For a problem with m parameters, n
poses, and 2-dimensional measurements, the Jacobian becomes:
J = UΣV T (4.7)
using SVD, where U is 2n × 2n orthogonal matrix, V is an m ×m orthogonal matrix,
and Σ is the 2n×m matrix of singular values:
Σ =
(
S
02n−m,m
)
, (4.8)
where
S =

σ1 0 0 · · · 0
0 σ2 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · σm
 (4.9)
is a m×m matrix of ordered singular values, with σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σm ≥ 0; 02n−m,m is
a 2n−m×m matrix with all the elements are zero. There are four observability indices
proposed in literature [77, 48, 33], which are denoted by O1, O2, O3 and O4 respectively.
Borm andMenq [7] proposed an observability index O1 that maximizes the product
of all of the singular values:
O1 =
m
√
σ1σ2 · · ·σm
m
. (4.10)
Index O2 [24] is the ratio of minimum singular value to the maximum singular value:
O2 =
σm
σ1
. (4.11)
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Index O3 [61] is the minimum singular value:
O3 = σm. (4.12)
Index O4 [61] is the product of O2 and O3 which is termed noise ampliﬁcation index:
O4 =
σ2m
σ1
. (4.13)
4.3 XYΘ microrobotic system and vision system
(a) The whole system: XYΘ microrobot and
microscope measuring the tool frame (sub-
strate).
(b) Pattern attached on the sub-
strate and close view of the pattern
Figure 4.5: Experimental setup for the calibration of XYΘ microrobotic system.
Microrobotic systems have common features. For example, normally they consist of
translation and rotation axes and suﬀer from imperfections mentioned above. Without
loss of generality, a XYΘ microrobotic system [84] is chosen for case study. Based on
commonly used devices for microscale applications, this XYΘ structure faces main kinds
of imperfections inﬂuencing microrobots. The pictures of the whole experimental setup
and the end-platform are shown in Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b). The microrobotic system is
mounted on an anti-vibration table. It consists of two translation stages (XY) followed
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by a rotation stage Θ in a 3-DoF serial robotic structure. The two translation stages are
PI M-111.1DG equipped with MercuryTM C-863 controller. A miniature DC motor ac-
tuates motion via a backlash-compensated leadscrew system and gearhead. This kind of
stages is representative for many micropositioning stages commonly used in micromanip-
ulation which work with mobile parts that are guided based on friction principles. The
rotary stage is SmarAct SR-3610-S which uses the stick-slip principle and is controlled by
MCS-3D unit. All the micropositioning stages X, Y, and Θ are equipped with internal
sensors and are closed-loop controlled in actuator layers already. The speciﬁcations of
translation stages XY and rotation stage Θ from the datasheets are given in Table 4.1
and 4.2 respectively.
Table 4.1: Speciﬁcation of XY translation stages in datasheet.
Stage PI M-111.1DG
Travel range 15 mm
Resolution 50nm
Unidirectional repeatability 100nm
Pitch angle deviation ±150µrad
Yaw angle deviation ±150µrad
Backlash 2µm
Thread pitch 0.4 mm
Driving mechanism Leadscrew
Table 4.2: Speciﬁcation of Θ rotation stage in datasheet.
Stage SmarAct SR-3610-S
Range 360◦
Stepwidth 0.3m◦ to 3m◦
Scanning range ' 4.3m◦
Resolution < 1.1µ◦
The external measuring system for calibration consists of a video camera (AVT
STINGRAY F-125C), a microscope lens (Optem zoom 70XL), an objective with 10×
magniﬁcation and a micro-pattern which has been already introduced in Chapter 3 (Fig.
5.5 (b)). The representation of this binary code use the pseudo-periodic distribution
of dots. The binary code enables absolute position (x and y) and orientation (Θ) re-
trieval from any view of a local zone observed by the vision with respect to the whole
encrypted pattern. The measuring range in the present case is 9.5 mm for x-axis and
is 4.2 mm for y-axis. The resolution is below 10 nm. About the fabrication, working
principle, characterization of the pattern and the algorithm, one can refer to [89, 75] for
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more details. Besides, the image format is 1024×768 mono in this work. The upper
goniometer (M-GON40-U) and lower goniometer (M-GON40-L) are used for adjusting
the parallelism between the pattern and the camera.
4.4 Characterization and compensation of position-dependent
errors along XY stages
Before performing calibration of the whole XYΘ microrobotic system, we propose to
study and characterize the errors along XY stages ﬁrst. This step is for understanding
of robot and error behaviors and for the use for further calibration.
4.4.1 Characterization of position-dependent errors
As discussed in Chapter 2, the nonlinearity errors along axes may be signiﬁcant char-
acteristics of precise positioning stages. These errors are position-dependent and due to
the geometric nature of the axes. In macroscale robotics, this type of errors is usually
neglected in calibration which mainly focuses on kinematic parameters identiﬁcation or
elastic deformation. It is because even though they exit in robot's axes, their inﬂuence
is negligible with respect to other errors. However, these errors become signiﬁcant at
the microscale, especially for Cartesian microrobots. According to the speciﬁcation of
the PI stage, the driving mechanism is leadscrew. So the errors along the axis could be
foreseen somehow based on the mechanical property. The error curves are functions of
axis coordinates, and the functions are diﬀerent from one axis to another, so measure-
ments of these errors for every axis are necessary. The position-dependent errors are
calculated by comparing the measured positions (estimation of real positions) with the
target positions (positions to be reached). The designed trajectories of measurement are
1-DoF straight lines, that is, one stage is moving, while another stage is kept static.
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of characterization of nonlinearity errors.
As depicted in Fig. 4.6, each of micropositioning stages X or Y is controlled to reach
appointed target coordinate xT or yT . One axis moves while another axis keeps still.
At the real positions xr, yr, the camera captures the images of the pattern which are
processed subsequently with the decoding algorithm so as to obtain measured coordinates
xm and ym. Every cycle of trajectory corresponds to one forward and one backward
motion along X or Y. In the 9500 and 4200 µm strokes of XY stages, measurements
are taken with 5 µm as step size and a total of 11403 and 5043 data are obtained in 3
cycles. Time spent on data acquisition is 9.5 hours and on data processing is 23 hours.
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Fig. 4.7 shows the repeatability of errors along x for all measuring points of X axis. The
repeatability calculated in 3 cycles is ≤ 1 µm for most of the measuring points except
for two peaks. This result is larger than what we expect from Table 4.1. This is because
the duration of the test and experimental condition are diﬀerent from our experiment
to those of datasheet. The performance tests of PI company are performed in a short
term and metrology lab with temperature control. However, the residual errors after
compensation should theoretically not be better than our measured repeatability.
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Figure 4.7: Repeatability of errors in x direction when X stage is moving forwards.
The errors between xT and xm measured in one cycle is shown in Fig. 4.8. It can be
seen that errors vary cyclically. Such behavior is reasonably assumed due to systematic
turn-to-turn nature inherent in the leadscrew. The thread pitch of the stage is 400 µm,
so the cyclical error repeats with the same period. We can also see that the periods of the
errors in forward and backward motions of the X stage are the same, but the magnitudes
are quite diﬀerent, which may be due to the fact that the driving system does not work
symmetrically.
Position-dependent errors appear not only in the driving direction but also in the
lateral direction. Fig. 4.9 shows this coupling errors in y direction when only X stage is
moving forwards and backwards. It can be seen that the coupling errors have the same
period as the errors in driving direction.
4.4.2 Compensation of position-dependent errors
As mentioned before, we have characterized the position-dependent errors of discrete
coordinates along each axis. The error at a given point contains two parts, the ﬁrst
part induced by X motion and the second part by Y motion. We deﬁne fxi(xT , 0) and
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Figure 4.8: Errors (xT − xm) in x direction when X stage is moving forwards and back-
wards in one cycle.
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Figure 4.9: Coupling errors (0−ym) in y direction when X stage is moving forwards and
backwards in one cycle.
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fyi(0, yT ) that denotes the errors component in i direction when moving forward along
x or y axis to target xT or yT , and bxi(xT , 0) and byi(0, yT ) that denotes the errors
component in i direction when moving backward along x or y axis to target xT or yT .
The schematic diagram (Fig. 4.10) shows the compensation principe based on a
lookup table. Depending on the motion direction (forward or backward) and the tar-
get coordinates, the error components have various combinations. Take X stage as an
example, ﬁrst the kth target position xTk and its previous target xTk−1 are compared
to judge it is doing forward or backward motion; second, the program selects the cor-
responding errors from the lookup table of X stage based on the information of motion
direction; ﬁnally these error components are summed up to form the total errors. The
aggregated errors ex(xT , yT ) and ey(xT , yT ) along x and along y are expressed by the
following equations:
ex =
 fxx(xT , 0)or
bxx(xT , 0)
+ δx(yT ) +
 fyx(0, yT )or
byx(0, yT )
 (4.14)
ey =
 fxy(xT , 0)or
bxy(xT , 0)
+
 fyy(0, yT )or
byy(0, yT )
 (4.15)
Due to the fact that the Y stage is not perfectly perpendicular to the X stage, the
errors in x direction should be added by a bias δx(yT ) depending on the y coordinate.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of the errors combination mechanism for compensation.
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Figure 4.11: Block diagram of compensation for nonlinearity errors using lookup table.
Trajectories tracking
The ﬁrst test is tracking of a square trajectory with nonlinearity compensation using a
lookup table. The planning trajectory is chosen with a size of 4000 × 4000µm square
spanning from coordinates 10µm to 4010µm. In this test, the input of the XY stages
is the target trajectory minus the corresponding geometric errors in the lookup table
instead of the target trajectory alone as shown in Fig. 4.11. For compensation, the
errors at the target points are eliminated by adding the same amplitude of errors to
the input. The square is divided into 4 segments: AB, BC, CD, and DA (Fig. 4.12).
The tracking performances with and without (ex = exy = 0) compensation are shown
in Fig. 4.13. We can see the tracking accuracy (calculated following ISO standard
9283 introduced in Chapter 3) of four segments of the square. Accuracy is about 22 µm
without compensation which is contributed by the perpendicularity error (about 20 µm in
BC and DA segments) mainly and by position-dependent error (AB and CD segments).
In CD segment, the inaccuracy induced by position-dependent error is reduced from
about 4 µm to 2 µm. After compensation, accuracy approximately improves to 3 µm
(86% inaccuracy reduction).
'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Figure 4.12: Square trajectory (4 segments).
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(a) Accuracy in all poses of tracking a square.
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(b) 3D display of accuracy.
Figure 4.13: Accuracy of tracking 4 × 4 mm square trajectory with and without com-
pensation.
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Random points positioning
To examine the positioning accuracy of arbitrary points in the whole joint workspace
experimentally, XY stages are commanded to reach random coordinates. The input tar-
gets PT i are coordinates of ten points which are randomly chosen. Hence, targets might
not be in the lookup table, the errors at these targets either. In this case, interpolation
techniques are required to calculate the unknown errors (interpolated errors) based on
the knowledge of known errors (characterized errors). The block diagram of this process
is shown in Fig. 4.14. Here, x′T and y
′
T could be the coordinates xT and yT in the
lookup table or the ones not (need interpolation). Table 4.3 shows the coordinates of ten
random targets deﬁned for the test. The XY stages are controlled to reach the target
P1, . . ., P10 in sequence. Two interpolation techniques (Matlabr function interp1) are
used for comparison. The sequence of the tests is no compensation, linear interpolation,
and cubic spline interpolation. From Fig. 4.15, we can see that the positioning accuracy
is improved from about 22 µm to 7 µm (68% reduction) by using the interpolated com-
pensation. The two interpolation techniques provide more or less equivalent results in
this case.
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Figure 4.14: Block diagram of interpolation and compensation.
4.5 Calibration of the serial XYΘ microrobotic system
For the case study of the serial XYΘ microrobotic system, Fig. 4.16 is the kinematic di-
agram demonstrating the frames attachment. The microrobotic system consists of three
actuated joints (stages) X, Y, and Θ. The pattern is ﬁxed on a substrate located on the
rotation stage Θ. The tool frame TF is the Pattern Frame PF ({P, xPF , yPF , zPF })
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Table 4.3: Coordinates of random targets.
Targets P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10
xT (µm) 3471 6044 3673 5118 3643 8196 1702 3776 3903 1035
yT (µm) 2311 3991 39 2738 2071 186 756 3815 1390 35
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Figure 4.15: Positioning accuracy of random points with and without compensation of
position-dependent and geometric errors for XY stages.
attached to the pattern moving with diﬀerent poses of the microrobotic system. The
origin P of the pattern is deﬁned as the tool tip of the end-eﬀector, so this is the point
of interest to be controlled. We deﬁne the World Frame WF ({OWF , xWF , yWF , zWF })
locating on the table. xWF and yWF are parallel with xPF0 and yPF0 of the initial pat-
tern frame ({P0, xPF0, yPF0, zPF0}), respectively. Frames F1 ({O1, x1, y1, z1}) and F2
({O2, x2, y2, z2}) are assigned to the mobile parts of Y and X stages respectively. The Y
motion is along y1, and the X motion is along x2. Under the hypothesis of perfect per-
pendicularity between the rotation axis and the XY plane, the frame F3 ({O3, x3, y3, z3})
is attached to the mobile part of Θ stage with the same x and y directions as the world
frame. The Θ motion rotates with z3 in clockwise. M is the origin of the image frame
{M,xMF , yMF }).
In this case, we focus on 2-D planar motion with the coordinate frames and parame-
ters. The main imperfections in this system are rotation center coordinates (xR,yR) with
respect to WF , alignment angle α and assembly error β, position-dependent errors ex
along X stage and ey along Y stage, and angle-dependent error fax along xWF and fay
yWF . α is the angle between xWF and x2, and β is the angle between y1 and y2. The
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rotation center O3 is (xR, yR) with respect to world frame. The positive direction of X
motion is not parallel to the x axis of world frame. Then, the parameter α is the angle
between xW and x2 which is the 180◦ in the ideal case, and β is the perpendicularity
error between X stage and Y stage which is also the angle between y1 and y2.
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Figure 4.16: Kinematic diagram of the XYΘ microrobotic system. y1, x2, z3 are the
motion joints Y, X, and Θ, respectively.
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The coordinates of point P in frameWF is represented by vector (
−−−−→
OWFP )WF passing
through all the joint axes of the microrobotic system and the end-point (xP , yP ):
(
−−−−→
OWFP )WF = (
−−−−−→
OWFO1)WF + (
−−−→
O1O2)WF
+ (
−−−→
O2O3)WF + (
−−→
O3P )WF . (4.16)
Furthermore, each vector can be expressed in its local coordinate frame:
(
−−−−→
OWFP )WF = (
−−−−−→
OWFO1)WF + T
WF
1 (
−−−→
O1O2)1
+ TWF2 (
−−−→
O2O3)2 + T
WF
3 (
−−→
O3P )3.
(4.17)
Given joint coordinates q1 = X, q2 = Y , and q3 = Θ, parameters φ = {xR, yR, α, β},
and considering ex, ey, fax and fay, the coordinates of end point in the world frame
could be calculated by expanding Eq. (4.17):
[
xP
yP
]
=

(X − ex) cos(α)− (Y − ey) sin(α+ β)
+xR + fax(Θ)− xR cos(Θ)− yR sin(Θ);
(X − ex) sin(α) + (Y − ey) cos(α+ β)
+yR + fay(Θ) + xR sin(Θ)− yR cos(Θ)
 , (4.18)
which is the forward kinematics of the microrobotic system. ex and ey are corresponding
position-dependent errors of coordinate (X,Y ). fax(Θ) and fay(Θ) are angle-dependent
errors when rotation angle equals to Θ. Then the inverse kinematics can be obtained
accordingly:
[
X
Y
]
=

1
cos(β)
(
xP cos(α+ β) + yP sin(α+ β)
−xR cos(α+ β)− yR sin(α+ β)
+xR cos(Θ + α+ β)
+yR sin(Θ + α+ β)
)
+ gax + ex;
1
cos(β)
(
− xP sin(α) + yP cos(α)
+xR sin(α)− yR cos(α)
−xR sin(Θ + α) + yR cos(Θ + α)
)
+ gay + ey

, (4.19)
where gax(Θ) and gay(Θ) are inverse increment of fax(Θ) and fay(Θ) providing to joint
input. We choose a lookup table to construct gax(Θ) and gay(Θ) with corresponding
Θ. And, of course, interpolation might be needed if angle Θ is not a part of the lookup
table.
4.5.1 Five calibration models
We propose ﬁve models (Model I to V) to investigate the inﬂuence of every kind of
imperfection. All speciﬁc parameters in the case study and their corresponding general
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Table 4.4: Variables and parameters in ﬁve models (Model I to V).
Model a1 b1 α1 a2 b2 α2 a3 b3 α3
I 0 Y 180 X 0 0 xR yR Θ
II 0 Y α+ β X 0 α xR yR Θ
III ex Y + ey α+ β X + ex ey α xR yR Θ
IV 0 Y α+ β X 0 α xR + fax(Θ) yR + fay(Θ) Θ
V ex Y + ey α+ β X + ex ey α xR + fax(Θ) yR + fay(Θ) Θ
parameters are listed in Table 4.4. As deﬁned Section 4.2, ai, bi, and αi are positions
and angle of the frame of the ith axis with respect to the i− 1th one.
First, for a microrobotic system with rotation axis, the location of the rotation center
is the desired knowledge for modeling and control. So the ﬁrst model considers the basic
parameters which are identiﬁed xR and yR. The nominal values α = 180◦, β = 0◦, and
ex = ey = fax = fay = gax = gay = 0 are used for alignment and assembly parameters.
Based on Eq. (4.3), (4.18), and (4.19), Model I is expressed as:{
f([X,Y,Θ], [xR, yR, 180, 0]) = [xP , yP ]
g([xP , yP ], [xR, yR, 180, 0]) = [X,Y,Θ].
(4.20)
This model considers the minimum requirement of modeling ignoring other errors which
could also be called the basic geometric model.
Model II takes into account two more parameters than Model I (α and β):{
f([X,Y,Θ], [xR, yR, α, β]) = [xP , yP ]
g([xP , yP ], [xR, yR, α, β]) = [X,Y,Θ].
(4.21)
In addition to the basic parameters xR and yR, this model also tackles the inaccuracy
induced by alignment parameter α and assembly error β.
Taking into account position-dependent errors in parameters identiﬁcation phase and
inverse kinematics, we have Model III:{
f([X − ex, Y − ey,Θ], [xR, yR, α, β]) = [xP , yP ]
g([xP , yP ], [xR, yR, α, β]) + [ex, ey] = [X,Y,Θ].
(4.22)
To quantiﬁed ex and ey, a preliminary experiment is performed, and values of ex and ey
are obtained at a set of discrete points along XY axes (see Section 4.4). A lookup table
can be built up with this information. Interpolation technique is used to calculate the
corresponding ex and ey at the points not measured.
Angle-dependent errors induced by Θ motion are compensated in Model IV which is
depicted as: {
f([X,Y,Θ], [xR, yR, α, β]) + [fax(Θ), fay(Θ)] = [xP , yP ]
g([xP , yP ], [xR, yR, α, β]) + [gax(Θ), gay(Θ)] = [X,Y,Θ].
(4.23)
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Finally, the most advanced model (Model V) takes into account all four kinds of
imperfections which is formalized as:
f([X − ex, Y − ey,Θ], [xR, yR, α, β])
+[fax(Θ), fay(Θ)] = [xP , yP ]
g([xP , yP ], [xR, yR, α, β]) + [gax(Θ), gay(Θ)]
+[ex, ey] = [X,Y,Θ].
(4.24)
In summary, diﬀerent models tackle diﬀerent sets of aforementioned imperfections.
Their corresponding relation is summarized in Table 4.5. Model I is basic geometric
model considering basic parameters xR and yR. Model II considers the basic parameters
as well as another geometric parameter α and β. As an enhanced version of Model II,
Model III compensates errors along X and Y considering microscale speciﬁcities, namely,
position-dependent errors ex and ey. Instead of position-dependent errors, Model IV
directly compensates angle-dependent errors even though a part of position-dependent
errors could also be compensated in this process. Most important imperfections are
taken into account in Model V. Considering more and more imperfections, the model
complexity is getting higher and higher from Model I to Model V which means the models
should be selected based on their performances and complexities.
Table 4.5: Imperfections and parameters considered by ﬁve models.
Calibration Model
Rotation center
xR and yR
Assembly parameters
α and β
Position-dependent
errors ex and ey
Angle-dependent
errors fax and fay
Model
complexity
Model I: Basic
geometric
? ?
Model II: Geometric ? ? ??
Model III: Geometric
+ position-dependent
? ? ? ???
Model IV: Geometric
+ angle-dependent
? ? ? ????
Model V: Geometric
+ position-dependent
+ angle-dependent
? ? ? ? ?????
4.5.2 Calibration procedures
From a general point of view, Model I and Model II follow the conventional calibration
procedure (1. Modeling, 2. Data acquisition, 3. Identiﬁcation, 4. Implementation,
5. Validation) [73, 26] as shown in Fig. 4.17. The calibration procedure for Model
III tackling the position-dependent errors is displayed in Fig. 4.18. These microscale
errors are measured and interpolated in pre-calibration sub-procedure and added into
the joint input in identiﬁcation and implementation phases. The calibration procedure
of Model IV is Fig. 4.19 where post-calibration is proposed to compensate the angle-
dependent errors. The procedure of Model V combines the conventional procedure with
two sub-procedures for all the imperfections compensation.
Although the numbers of imperfections are the same in Model III and IV, the post-
calibration sub-procedure of Model IV should be performed after the main procedure,
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Data acquisition
Identification
Modeling
Implementation
Validation
Figure 4.17: Flowchart of the calibration procedure for Model I and Model II.
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Figure 4.18: Flowchart of the novel calibration procedure for Model III.
and the pre-calibration sub-procedure could be reused time to time. So Model IV ranks
higher complexity than Model III.
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Figure 4.19: Flowchart of the novel cal-
ibration procedure for Model IV.
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Figure 4.20: Flowchart of the novel cal-
ibration procedure for Model V.
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4.5.3 Measuring information
The measuring information in traditional calibration is normally the position of the end-
eﬀector with respect to the measuring device ﬁxed during calibration. To obtain such
information, additional processing is required because the measuring principle in our
case is diﬀerent from those of conventional vision systems. The ith pair of coordinates
(xPi,yPi) are with respect to the world frame, but the ith corresponding measurements
(xmi, ymi) that we acquire via the vision system are coordinates of point M with respect
to the pattern frame (in this case, also the end-eﬀector frame) which keeps moving during
motion of XYΘ stages. Therefore, the measuring information must be transformed from
pattern frame to world frame.
The relationship between the calculated vector DWF = [xM − xPi, yM − yPi]T and
the measured vector DPF = [xmi, ymi]T is depicted by the following equation:
DWF = TWFPF · DPF . (4.25)
That is, [
xM − xPi
yM − yPi
]
=
[
xmi cos(Θi) + ymi sin(Θi)
−xmi sin(Θi) + ymi cos(Θi)
]
, (4.26)
where
xM = xm0,
yM = ym0,
are initial measurements. The arbitrary position Pi = (xPi, yPi) in the world frame can
be correlated with the measurement Pmi through following equation:
Pmi =
[
xPi
yPi
]
=
[
xm0 − xmicos(Θi)− ymisin(Θi)
ym0 + xmisin(Θi)− ymicos(Θi)
]
. (4.27)
4.5.4 Parameters identiﬁcation
Cost functions
Through minimizing the error between measured position Pmi and calculated position
Pci. The ith element of the cost function is deﬁned as:
ei = ε
2
xi + ε
2
yi
where {
εxi = xPi − xm0 + xmicos(Θi) + ymisin(Θi)
εyi = yPi − ym0 − xmisin(Θi) + ymicos(Θi)
(4.28)
xm0 and ym0 can be eliminated by subtracting two poses,{
εxi,j = εxi − εxj
εyi,j = εyi − εyj
(4.29)
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and xPi and yPi can be substituted by forward kinematics Eq. (4.18). The following
cost function E can be deﬁned with diﬀerent pose combinations for n poses:
E = εT ε (4.30)
where
ε =

εx1,2
εy1,2
εx2,3
εy2,3
...
εxn−1,n
εyn−1,n

,with 2(n− 1) elements.
Parameters identiﬁcation turns into an optimization problem of minimizing E.
Identiﬁability analysis
In this case, all elements on the diagonal of the matrix R are not equal to zero, which
means all parameters are identiﬁable. The QR decomposition of Jacobian can be done
through software simulation. One example of the simulation results is:
R =

2.0077 −1.7347e− 18 0.5169 8.2052e− 18
2.0077 0.0158 8.3210e− 17
−464.5673 −72.7559
168.83890
 .
The matrix demonstrates that all four geometric parameters are identiﬁable for two cost
functions using randomly generated poses.
Observability analysis
Based on maximization of these indices, optimal number of poses and optimal poses
can be selected. Fig. 4.21 shows the simulation results of observability with increasing
number of random poses for cost function E. Among these indices, O3 only takes into
account the minimum singular value instead of both minimum and maximum singular
values. Index O1 was found to be worse than the others [61]. Hence, we mainly consider
indices O2 and O4. In general, values of observability indices increase with the number of
poses. However, there is no obvious change on index O2 after about 400 poses indicating
this number is the minimum. Meanwhile, the slope of index O4 curve is getting smaller
and smaller, which means taking more poses is getting less and less important. Moreover,
index O4 is an indicator of the ampliﬁcation of sensor noise. To balance the best number
and elimination of sensor noise, a trade-oﬀ between O2 and O4 is made that 1200 pairs
of measurements will be taken.
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Figure 4.21: Observability of cost function E with 3 to 2000 poses.
4.5.5 Experimental identiﬁcation and validation
Experiments are performed to identify the parameters and validate the performances
implementing the ﬁve models. The results of identiﬁcation and validation are presented
as follows.
Data acquisition and parameters identiﬁcation
To identify the kinematic parameters in Eq. (4.21), the ﬁrst step is to acquire measuring
information of the end-point. During data acquisition phase, the microrobotic system is
commanded to reach a set of conﬁgurations by changing the translations and rotation
joint coordinates. Meanwhile, the vision system captures all the images of the poses
and retrieves the measuring information through Eq. (4.27). The deﬁned trajectories of
joint axes are shown in Fig. 4.22. This process takes about 1.3 hours. The number of
measurements is chosen based on the observability analysis above. A total of 1200 pairs
of measurements is obtained in data acquisition phase.
Geometric parameters are identiﬁed by solving nonlinear least-squares problem (using
Matlabr function lsqnonlin). After identiﬁcation, the parameters for ﬁve models are
obtained and shown in Table 5.1. The modiﬁcation of joint coordinates of X and Y axes
considering position-dependent errors induces small diﬀerences of identiﬁed parameters
between Model II and Model III. Models II and IV use the same values for these four
parameters. The four parameters of Models III and V are the same. The validity of the
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identiﬁed results have to be validated by implementing into the inverse kinematics of
microrobotic system.
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Figure 4.22: Joint coordinates of XYΘ stages in data acquisition.
Table 4.6: Geometric parameters for ﬁve models.
Identiﬁed parameters xR(µm) yR(µm) α(◦) β(◦)
Model I 9572.902 7795.830 180 0
Model II 9572.902 7795.830 177.689 -0.132
Model III 9572.904 7795.858 177.685 -0.107
Model IV 9572.902 7795.830 177.689 -0.132
Model V 9572.904 7795.858 177.685 -0.107
Validation results
To test the performances of the microrobotic system using diﬀerent calibration models,
9 target points (Table 4.7) in the world frame are chosen as validation points. The
trajectory of validation follows P0, P1, . . ., P9 which is shown in Fig. 4.23. As in
Fig. 4.24, the signal is processed in this procedure: 1) The target PT is fed into the
inverse kinematics and corresponding joint input Pc of the microrobotic system can be
calculated; 2) the microrobotic system moves under the command Pc; 3) the measuring
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system saves the images and retrieves the measurements information DPF in the pattern
frame; 4) the measurements are transformed into the value Pm with respect to the world
frame. The validation results of positioning accuracy of the microrobotic system are
shown in Fig. 4.25 and Table 4.8.
Table 4.7: Coordinates of ﬁve target points and rotation angles for validation.
Targets PT xT (µm) yT (µm) ΘT (◦)
P1 -1200 -200 1
P2 -1600 -200 2
P3 -2000 -200 3
P4 -2000 -300 4
P5 -1600 -300 5
P6 -1200 -300 4
P7 -1200 -400 3
P8 -1600 -400 2
P9 -2000 -400 1
xWF
P0
yWF
P1P2P3
P4 P5 P6
P7P8P9
-200
-300
-400 (µm)
-1200-1600-2000 (µm)
Figure 4.23: Moving sequence of target points (PT ) in validation.
The positioning accuracy using Model I (4.20) is approximately 100 µm. The ac-
curacy becomes larger at the points further from the origin of the world frame which
means the accuracy is highly inﬂuenced by the amplitudes of X and Y motions. This is
due to the fact that the alignment parameter α and assembly error β are not taken into
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Figure 4.24: Block diagram of validation procedure.
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Figure 4.25: Experimental results of positioning accuracies using ﬁve models.
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Figure 4.26: Moving sequence of target points (PT ) in measuring angle-dependent errors
fax(Θ) and fay(Θ).
account in the model. The further the distance between the targets and the origin P0
are, the larger the induced errors by the two angles are.
Thanks to the elimination of errors of α and β, the accuracy is improved a lot and
reaches 35 µm. The accuracy curve achieved by Model II Eq. (4.21) demonstrates no
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Table 4.8: Accuracy of diﬀerent calibration models.
Model Accuracy (µm)
Model I 95.980
Model II 34.338
Model III 26.461
Model IV 2.838
Model V 2.568
dependency with the distances between the targets and the origin, but demonstrates the
dependency with rotation angles.
Moreover, compensation of position-dependent errors along X and Y axes can be
reduced to reach nearly 10 µm of inaccuracy further with Model III (4.22). Similar to
Model II, the accuracy curve of Model III also display dependency with rotation angle.
The accuracy increases with the rotation angles.
To quantify the angle-dependent errors fax(Θ) and fay(Θ) in Model II and III, addi-
tional experiment is required to evaluate the residual errors. In the experiment, Model II
and III are implemented to control the microrobotic system moving and following the tar-
get trajectory in Fig. 4.26. Every target position corresponds to 5 rotation angles. The
positioning errors fax(Θ) and fay(Θ) at these poses form a lookup table through which
gax(Θ) and gay(Θ) are calculated using inverse kinematics and added to the joint coor-
dinate inputs. Implementing Model IV and V, the positioning accuracies are achieved to
2.8 and 2.5 µm respectively. The accuracies achieved by Model IV and V are quite close
because quantiﬁed angle-dependent errors include a part of position-dependent errors.
In summary, diﬀerent imperfections have diﬀerent ways and amplitudes of inﬂuence
on accuracy. The model selection is a tradeoﬀ based on their model complexities and
accuracies. Model I is for the most basic application. It requires little imperfection
compensation except for the position of the rotation center.
The most inﬂuential parameters are α and β. So the performance-cost-ratio of Model
II is high because these two parameters are easy to identify and, by compensating them,
the accuracy improves by about 60 % with Model II.
Angle-dependent errors are also very signiﬁcant. A 5◦ rotation induces nearly 20 µm
inaccuracy. To achieve best performances, Model IV and V should be chosen and of
course, more eﬀorts must be made on measurement and calibration.
Position-dependent errors are relatively less important than other two kinds of im-
perfections which generate inaccuracy about 5 ∼ 8 µm. However, the complexities of
Model II and III are lower than Model IV and V. So if only medium level of accuracy is
required, the former two models are working.
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4.6 Conclusions
This chapter aims at understanding and quantifying the inﬂuences of diﬀerent imperfec-
tions and improving the positioning accuracy of microrobotic systems.
First, we presented the generic framework including general modeling, discussion
about sources of imperfections, and parameter identiﬁcation for microrobotic calibration
that we used. This calibration framework could be embodied, extended, and applied to
a wide range of structures of microrobots.
Second, as a preliminary step for calibration of the whole microrobotic system, the
position-dependent errors along XY stages were characterized and compensated. The
errors were measured and quantiﬁed to form a lookup table for compensation. Validation
tests via trajectory tracking and random points positioning showed distinct improvement
of positioning accuracy with 86% (from 22 µm to 3 µm) and 68% (from 22 µm to 7 µm)
inaccuracy reduction, respectively.
Third, a serial microrobotic system with 3-DoF XYΘ is chosen as a case study be-
cause of its popularity in microscale applications and inclusion of most imperfections
known in microrobots. Kinematic modeling of ﬁve models was proposed to depict and
control the microrobotic system. The most signiﬁcant sources of inaccuracy are tack-
led in the descending order, which are rotation center, alignment and assembly errors,
position-dependent errors, and angle-dependent errors. Number of measuring poses is
determined based on observability analysis. Experimental validations of ﬁve models
have demonstrated substantial improvement of static positioning accuracy, showing 97%
reduction (from 96 µm to 2.5 µm) in experimental results. Five models take into ac-
count diﬀerent sources of inaccuracy at the microscale, and diﬀerent levels of accuracy
are achieved. Five models can be selected according to the required accuracy of the
applications. In our case, if the required accuracy in an application is lower than 100
µm, according to the result of Model I, alignment error and perpendicularity error could
be neglected and nominal parameters are suﬃcient. If the required accuracy is better
than 40 µm, these two errors must to be compensated. Moreover, further 10 µm can be
reduced by Model III making eﬀorts of compensating position-dependent errors along
X and Y axes. The best accuracies achieved by Model IV and V are better than 3 µm
with angle-dependent errors compensation, which already reaches the limitation of the
microrobotic system.
In many applications involving rotation stages, coordinates of rotation center (xR,yR)
are a basic requirement to know in applications. Model I is the basic model meeting such
requirement. The most inﬂuent parameters α and β identiﬁed in Model II are mounting
errors due to manual assembly. Model III, IV, and V are advanced models requiring
advanced knowledge of the microscale speciﬁcities on joint coordinates of XYΘ axes.
The generic framework can be generalized and applied to any common multi-DoF
microrobotic systems (for example, XYZΘxΘy). We can imagine that, in the future,
the framework will becomes concretely a toolbox or library inclusive plenty of functional
modules and knowledge documents. To perform a calibration task, users from robotic
community could input the forward and inverse kinematics into the framework, and
choose the model module based on their available measuring devices, source of inaccuracy
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acting on their systems. After that, the calibration runs automatically. Normally, higher
accuracy requires more input information. To get help from this, users could beneﬁt
from its accessibility, versatility as well as expandability. The framework paves the way
for eﬃcient interesting calibration solution for microrobotic systems.
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Chapter 5
Calibration of Nanopositioning
Stages
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is about calibration of nanopositioning stages. Nanopositioning stages
are often combined with micropositioning stages which enable to achieve coarse-ﬁne
positioning. In Chapter 4, we have seen that we can achieve positioning accuracy in
the range of a few microns with only micropositioning stages. Nanopositioning will thus
aim at going one step further, that is, to achieve accuracy in 100 nm range in ambient
environment (objective deﬁned in Chapter 3). In general, nanopositioning systems with
frictionless ﬂexure guidance are superior to conventional guiding systems (bearings, etc.)
in terms of resolution, repeatability, straightness and ﬂatness. They can easily achieve
repeatability of dozens of nanometers and resolution better than 10 nm based on the
elastic deformation of a solid material. They have small strokes from a few tens of
microns to about 500 µm. The ﬂexible structure prevents any mechanical drawbacks,
such as backlash or friction.
However, there is still nonlinear coupling behavior due to the intrinsic actuation and
guiding principle of the stages. Such stages also require complex actuators and sensors
integration. Inaccuracy may come from the deﬁcient actuation model and/or indirect
measurement. The motions of most nanopositioning stages are generated through a
motion ampliﬁcation system transferring local and small motions into large motions.
For every stage, there is a model linking the ﬂexure motion and motion of the mobile
part. If the model is not accurate enough to depict this relation, the real motion of the
stage will not match up what we input. In addition, external disturbances may aﬀect
the motion behavior so that the original model is unable to depict the real relation.
For example, the temperature variation may induce big positioning errors, typically 1
µm/◦C as shown in Chapter 2. Inaccuracy may also come from indirect measurement
of the stage motion. For an internal sensor, such as a strain gauge sensor, it measures
indirectly, in that the position of the moving platform is inferred from a measurement
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at the lever, ﬂexure or stack. In this case, to achieve accurately positioning, an external
sensor is required to make direct measurement.
This chapter presents problem formulation, modeling, and experimental validation
for calibration of nanopositioning stage with thermal drift compensation. A single-axis
nanopositioning stage and multi-DoF nanocube are chosen as the case studies, because
such kind of stages is typical and commonly used for ﬁne positioning in micro and
nanomanipulation platforms and will enable to study the inﬂuence of main sources of
inaccuracy usually aﬀecting nanopositioning systems.
5.2 Modeling and identiﬁcation of 1-DoF nanopositioning
stage
Nanopositioning stage suﬀers from geometric errors and environmental eﬀects which is
mainly due to temperature change. Both come from diﬀerent sources, we will construct
diﬀerent models to decouple their inﬂuence.
5.2.1 Geometric modeling
Geometric errors at the microscale are the main nonlinearities inherent in the nanopo-
sitioning stage. To model them, basic measurement of the errors behavior should be
conducted. The nanopositioning stage is controlled to reach some positions and the ac-
tual positions are measured by an external sensor (in this case, an interferometer). Fig.
5.1 (a) shows the position-dependent errors of the nanopositioning stage measured using
this external sensor and the one provided by the nanopositioning stage supplier. In this
ﬁgure, the curves of the errors are cubic functions (3rd order) each with two critical
points. It is worth mentioning that the positioning errors are signiﬁcant (up to 400 nm)
for nanopositioning, even though the stage has already been closed loop controller at the
actuator layer. The peak-valley value measured by the supplier is also around 400 nm.
The error curve has been moved in parallel which is due to long term use. This error
is repeatable which means it can be compensated through calibration enabling to reach
errors down to some tens of nanometers.
For the sake of convenience, we investigate inverse kinematic modeling directly in-
stead of ﬁrst forward kinematics and then inverse kinematics. The following model is
chosen:
qg =
n1∑
i=0
aix
i, (5.1)
where qg is the joint input which is usually the motors coordinates of the robot; x is
the measured position by external sensor; a1, . . . , an1 are geometric coeﬃcients; n1 is the
order of the geometric model (here, n1=3). At the same time for the same x coordinates,
the coupling errors ym in y direction measure about 75 nm (Fig. 5.1) (b).
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Figure 5.1: Geometric errors of the nanopositioning stage in forward and backward
motions. xT is the target, xm is the measured position along x, ym is the measured
position along y.
5.2.2 Thermal-drift modeling
There are two main sets of methods for thermal-drift modeling, which are principle-based
methods and empirical-based methods [47]. The heat transfer model of the compact and
small-sized system is very complex depending on system geometry which is diﬃcult to
be built analytically. So we decide to educe it through empirical-based method which is
suitable for modeling the relation between temperature variation and part deformation.
The thermal model is based on the quasi-static assumption that thermal errors vary
slowly with time and are only related to the mechanical structure. However, thermal
drift has static and dynamic aspects which is complex and diﬃcult to model accurately,
especially at the microscale. During a period of time, the behavior mode of thermal drift
is static which can be modeled by the single model. However, the behavior mode would
be dynamic that the previous model could not ﬁt the drift as eﬃcient as before. Here
we construct single and adaptive models to tackle static and dynamic eﬀects.
Thermal-drift measurement
Except for geometric errors, the system is also highly susceptible to thermal disturbances.
To choose a suitable calibration model considering thermal eﬀect in room environment,
we have to perform an experiment to characterize the relation between temperature
and drift. In this experiment, the interferometer is used to measure the position of the
switched-oﬀ nanopositioning stage. The interferometer is deﬁned as a global frame in
two days of measurement. Even though without moving control input, the interferometer
detects the drift of the stage. Fig. 5.2 (a) shows that there is a drift increasing with the
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temperature decreasing in an opposite way. Fig. 5.2 (b) shows a roughly linear relation
between temperature variation and position drift.
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Figure 5.2: Relationship between temperature and thermal drift
Modeling
The drift is mainly due to the thermal elongation δ in diﬀerent parts of the stage.
Considering a ideal and simple case, the elongation δ can be computed based on the
following 1-D equation:
δ = L− L0 = L · α · (T − T0),
where δ is the drift to be compensated; L0 is the length at reference temperature T0;
α is thermal-expansion coeﬃcient; L is the length of component after elongation due
to temperature change T − T0. The whole thermal drift of the nanopositioning cell is
composed of thermal-expansion of diﬀerent parts. Therefore, the 1st order relationship
between the temperature and the drift is the modeling foundation.
Moreover, considering the nonuniform temperature ﬁeld and nonlinear combination
of thermal expansions, we monitor temperatures at several points of the workspace and
have the thermal-drift model [55]:
qt =
n2∑
i=1
biti + b0 (5.2)
where qt is thermal compensation input; ti is ith measured temperature and bi is the
corresponding coeﬃcient; b0 plays a role of bias; n2 is the order thermal-drift model. The
model correlates temperature ﬁeld to the induced drift through coeﬃcients b1, . . . , bn2.
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Using this model we can approximate the thermal drift with temperature information,
and the ﬁtting result is shown in Fig. 5.2 (b). To determine the suitable model, we tried
higher order thermal-drift model, but the they did not provide better results.
Besides, relative humidity is also measured at the same time. However, its evolution
does not display any correlation to the drift. Therefore, humidity information is not
taken into account in the model.
5.2.3 Single model
Combining geometric model and thermal drift model yields the complete model [83]:
q =
n1∑
i=1
aix
i +
n2∑
i=1
biti + λ, (5.3)
where λ=a0 +b0. This model is chosen because it is a tradeoﬀ of simple and straightfor-
ward physical meaning which help to know better the behavior, and to exploit a more
powerful model in the future. Obtaining high ﬁtting precision (submicrons) requires a
set of measuring data for training: q1...
qm
 = n1∑
i=1
ai
 x
i
1
...
xim
+ n2∑
i=1
bi
 ti,1...
ti,m
+ λ, (5.4)
where m is the number of the pose measurements. The equation could be written as
matrix form:
 q1...
qm
 =
x
1
1 x
2
1 . . . x
n1
1 t1,1 . . . tn2,1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
x1m x
2
m . . . x
n1
m t1,m . . . tn2,m


a1
...
an1
b1
...
bn2

+ λ. (5.5)
To perform training and parameters identiﬁcation, the stepwise regression (Matlabr,
StatisticsToolboxTM ) is used because it is able to automatically search the coeﬃcients
space and keeps the most inﬂuential ones by calculating the p-value of F-statistic. The
algorithm could be implemented conveniently by a Matlab function stepwisefit.
Fig. 5.3 is the block diagram of the nanopositioning stage working in closed loop at
actuator layer and in open loop at planning layer. A PID control is used for closed loop
control in actuator layer. The control input qc is calculated by the calibrated model with
desired target qT and measured temperature t. The mobile part moves in closed loop
control in actuator layer. In the case of the system without calibrated model, the control
input is directly qT without processing with the model.
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the system with single calibrated model.
5.2.4 Adaptive model using kiloMeter-Zero (KMZ)
Thermal behavior is complex and diﬃcult to model accurately, especially at the mi-
croscale. During a period of time, the behavior mode of thermal drift is static which
can be modeled by the single model. However, the behavior mode would be dynamic,
so previous model could not ﬁt the drift as eﬃcient as before. On one hand, we need to
construct a single feedforward model to compensate the static aspect of thermal drift.
On the other hand, because the behavior mode of thermal drift is dynamic, we need to
update the drift information when mode changes. Close-loop control in planning layer
is robust to such change, however, accurate control requires multi-DoF sensors to be
kept on the nanopositioning robot. Therefore, we propose an adaptive way adapting
the model to compensate the dynamic aspect of thermal drift in the long term. Here,
a method based on kiloMeter-Zero (KMZ) is introduced in case drift modeling is not
suﬃcient.
KMZ is a trade oﬀ strategy which enables to integrate a small sensor which could
be a part of the robot, this sensor must be high resolution and could have very limited
measurement range. With this integrated sensor, we can obtain the drift information
from time to time in closed loop and use open loop control most of the time to keep fast
response time and high accuracy without using bulky and costly sensors for full closed
loop.
Based on the knowledge that the thermal drift is position-independent, we propose to
make measurement of the thermal drift at a local position, and then use this information
to the whole stroke of the stage. To do that, we need to deﬁne an absolute frame to
which the drift refers. We call this frame as the KMZ. This frame can be deﬁned by a
sensor performing direct measurement, or a ﬁxed precise tool (e.g., a ﬁxed AFM tip).
In this chapter, we use the interferometer to deﬁne the KMZ. The working principle of
adaptive model using kilometer-zero is as follows:
• deﬁne an absolute reference point (we call it kilometer-zero) using a sensor or a
ﬁxed precise tool globally.
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• reach the kilometer-zero and record the measurement of the sensor.
• after a period of time, re-reach the kilometer-zero again and record the new mea-
surement.
• the drift between the ﬁrst and second reaching is the diﬀerence of two measurements
of the sensor.
• the drift can be compensated by adding the calculated diﬀerence.
One adaptive model using KMZ is:
q =
n1∑
i=0
aix
i + λKMZ . (5.6)
The ﬁrst term of Eq. (5.6) is the same as that of the single model which compensate only
the geometric errors. λKMZ is the drift detected by reaching the KMZ. In the following
experimental studies, the adaptive models all refer to Eq. (5.6). In addition, we can also
use the following model:
q =
n1∑
i=1
aix
i +
n2∑
i=1
biti + λ+ λKMZ . (5.7)
The block diagram of this adaptive model using kilometer zero is shown in Fig. 5.4.
This adaptive model is a trade-oﬀ between geometric or single model and closed loop
control in planning layer.
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the system with adaptive model using kilometer zero.
With compensation using the adaptive model, qc = xT + g′(xT ) + L′(t) + λKMZ
replaces xT as control input. In a given test, the ith position measurement xmi corre-
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sponding to target xT is:
xmi = Gi(q) + Li(t)
= gi(q) + Pi(q) + q + Li(t)
= gi(xT + g
′
i(xT ) + L
′(t) + λKMZ) + Pi(xT + g′i(xT ) + L
′(t) + λKMZ)
+ xT + g
′
i(xT ) + λKMZ + Li(t)
= gi(xT ) + Pi(xT ) + xT + g
′
i(xT ) + λKMZ + Li(t)
= Pi(xT ) + xT + λKMZ + Li(t).
Similar to the analysis in Chapter 3, g(xT + g′(xT ) + L′(t) + λKMZ) ≈ g(xT ) and
P (xT + g
′(xT ) + L′(t) + λKMZ) ≈ P (xT ), because g′(xT ) + L′(t) + λKMZ is small.
The accuracy APA is expressed as:
APA =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
xm − xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
[Pi(xT ) + xT + λKMZ + Li(t)]− xT
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT ) +
1
n
n∑
i=1
[λKMZ + Li(t)]
∣∣∣∣∣
where λKMZ is only measured at the ﬁrst zero position, so λKMZ=-L1(t), when xT=0.
Then the accuracy becomes
APA =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT ) +
1
n
n∑
i=2
[λKMZ + Li(t)]
∣∣∣∣∣
If Li(t), i 6= 1 is very close to L1(t) due to small temperature change, then λKMZ=-Li(t),
we have:
APA =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi(xT ) + δ
∣∣∣∣∣ , δ −→ 0
Therefore, if the temperature change within the test is very small, the accuracy after
compensation could be the level of that without geometric error and external error which
is the highest accuracy theoretically. However, in most cases, the temperature change is
not small in the long term.
Moreover, because temperature change is relatively slow in the normal micromanip-
ulation laboratories, the frequency of visiting the kilometer-zero could be adjusted based
on the temperature magnitude and changing rate.
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5.2.5 Robustness criterion
There are some works about calibration of macro or micro robots with thermal compen-
sation. However, few of them investigates the robustness of calibration which is very
important for practical applications. To evaluate robustness of calibration, we propose
to deﬁne a performance criterion, calibration robustness, in nanopositioning calibration.
Robustness is classiﬁed into two types: space and time robustness. Space robustness
deﬁnes the uniformity of the positioning accuracy of diﬀerent positions in the whole
workspace. The calculation equation is:
RS =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Max(APi)−Min(APi)]. (5.8)
which evaluates the sum of deviations between the maximum and minimum accuracies
of all tests in a period of time.
Time robustness deﬁnes the uniformity of the positioning accuracy in the whole
process. The calculation equation is:
RT =
1
n
∑n
i=1Max(APi)
Time
. (5.9)
which evaluates the sum of maximum accuracies of all tests in a period of time.
The smaller values of RS and RT are, the better space and time robustness are.
5.3 Experimental study of 1-DoF nanopositioning stage
This section presents the experimental case study of accuracy of a nanopositioning stage
using three models to (i) quantify the performance improvement, and (ii) identify the
most inﬂuential factors. The three models are original model (without calibrated model),
single model in Eq. (5.3), and adaptive model using KMZ in Eq. (5.6).
5.3.1 Experimental setup
As shown in Fig. 5.5, the experimental setup consists of a single-axis nanopositioning
stage P-625.1CD (Physik Instrumente), two laser interferometer sensor heads (SP-S 120
SIOS Meßtechnik GmbH) with a resolution of 0.3 nm, and four K type thermocouples
and a barometric pressure sensor. The nanopositioning stage is controlled in closed-loop
(PID) at actuator layer with internal capacitive sensor. The positioning resolution is 1.4
nm according to company datasheet. The interferometer deﬁnes the global frame during
training and validation by setting the initial reading at the beginning of training phase
as zero.
According to Chapter 2, the three main measuring uncertainties of the interferometer
system come from the wavelength compensation, deadpath correction and material ther-
mal compensation. Here, wavelength compensation and deadpath correction are realized
by built-in temperature/pressure-correction module (incorporates a temperature sensor
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Pt100 and barometric-pressure sensor as seen in Fig. 5.5). Also in Chapter 2, we obtain
the measurement uncertainty of less than 41 nm.
Four thermocouples are placed around the nanopositioning stage to monitor the tem-
perature change. Even though the measurements of these thermocouples are close, there
are still some minor diﬀerences. At the microscale, these minor diﬀerences are impor-
tant for precise building an accurate model. Hence, several thermocouples are required.
So far, nobody succeeds in deﬁning where are the good locations to be measured. In
addition, the experimental setup is covered by a shield against air ﬂow.
Fig. 5.6 shows the hardware allocation and signal ﬂow. The controller sends the
control input q to the nanopositioning stage and receives measurement xinternal from
internal sensor for closed loop control in actuator layer. The stage reaches position xreal,
yreal. Measurements xm, ym are obtained by interferometers. A Dspace board connected
with the PC is the hub of signal ﬂow.
Figure 5.5: Experimental setup comprising one single-axis nanopositioning stage and
reﬂective object, two interferometers with aﬃliated pressure/temperature sensors, four
temperature sensors.
5.3.2 Procedures of calibration and validation
The whole procedure of the calibration using single model is shown in Fig. 5.7 which
includes measurement, training, and validation phases. In measurement phase, a few
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Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram of the hardware allocation and signal ﬂow.
target points q along the axis are deﬁned; the nanopositioning stage is controlled to reach
these positions; the external sensor records the real position x and the thermocouples
record the temperature t during this phase. Subsequently, based on the inverse model,
parameters are identiﬁed using all information (q, x, and t). For implementing the
calibrated model, we ﬁrst deﬁne target points x′, and then calculate the corresponding
joint coordinates q′ using the identiﬁed parameters and the model. The nanopositioning
stage is controlled to move for performance validation. Finally, the real positions x′′ are
measured and used to calculate the accuracy achieved.
Firstly, we need to acquire position information for model training through external
measurement. The workspace of the nanopositioning stage is a line of 500 µm. We deﬁne
the joint coordinates of the moving trajectory (named training trajectory) at 0:30:480
µm. The reference trajectory is shown in Fig. 5.8 which demonstrates that, in every
cycle, the rising time of the input signal is 4 seconds and the input keeps constant 25
seconds before the next in order to have stable state. The average values in the last
5 seconds of every step are considered as the measurements x and used for training.
Meanwhile, four thermocouples obtain a set of temperature data t. Data acquisition
takes about 12 hours for 24 cycles. All the data are fed into Stepwise algorithm for
training. Afterwards, the identiﬁed parameters C are embedded into the controller.
Fig. 5.9 shows the validation trajectory. The test points x′ for validation are taken at
coordinates 0 80 160 240 320 400 480 µm. These points include the ones (0 240 480) also
considered in training and the ones (80 160 320 400) never used for training. Validating
the points both inside and outside the training set helps to evaluate performances of
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Figure 5.7: Flow chart of calibration of nanopositioning stage considering thermal drift.
both robustness and generalization (or interpolation). Every test of validation takes
about 1.25 hours for 15 cycles of forward and backward motion.
5.3.3 Experimental results and discussions
Performance under constant temperature
The ﬁrst experiment tests the positioning accuracy and repeatability of the nanoposi-
tioning stage without calibrated model in a metrology room with temperature control
in order to decouple the geometric errors and the thermal eﬀect. The temperature is
controlled to keep stable inside the room. Fig. 5.10 shows the temperature deviation
is within ± 0.05 ◦C.
The positioning accuracy measured by 1-DoF interferometer is showed in Fig. 5.11.
In 15 cycles forward and backward motions, the accuracy is 350 nm which is only geomet-
ric aspect API deﬁned in Remark 1. In the environment with constant temperature, this
value results from the intrinsic and position-dependent errors. The diﬀerence between
the accuracies of the forward and backward motion is quite small (about 10 nm) which
means the hysteresis of the stage has been eliminated well by the closed loop control in
actuator layer.
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Figure 5.10: Temperature during the experiment in metrology room.
The corresponding repeatability is about 35 nm shown in Fig. 5.12. This value
is induced by the controller and internal sensor which is considered as the intrinsic
characteristics deﬁned as RPI in Remark 1.
Performances under varying temperature
The calibration procedure follows the ﬂow chart in Fig. 5.7. The duration of training step
is about 14 hours with 67 cycles of forward and backward motions. Every cycle = 18 poses
(forward) + 16 poses (backward). After achieving the training, identiﬁed parameters of
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Figure 5.11: Accuracies of the nanopositioning stage in forward and backward motions
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Figure 5.12: Repeatability of the nanopositioning stage without calibration in metrology
room.
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the model are obtained and shown in Table 5.1. Validation tests are then performed
which aim at quantifying performances of the calibrated nanopositioning robot. Every
validation test takes 1.25 hours for 15 cycles of forward and backward motions. Validation
tests are performed in the repeating order of: with no calibration, with adaptive model
using KMZ, and with single model.
Table 5.1: Identiﬁed parameters of single model.
Parameters Values
a1 2.454×10−8
a2 -2.167×10−5
a3 1.005
b1 2.978
b2 -3.142
b3 -0.996
b4 0.690
λ 10.413 (µm)
Among the accuracies of 34 poses in training phase (TP), the maximum value is more
than 450 nm and the minimum is about 150 nm in forward and backward motions as
depicted in Fig. 5.13. The accuracy of the ﬁrst validation test (T1) with no calibration
is showed in Fig. 5.14. Accuracies of diﬀerent poses are quite diﬀerent in the curves
of no calibration. The diﬀerence between the maximum (650 nm) and minimum (350
nm) is about 300 nm which is close to that of TP. Both of the accuracy curves of TP
and T1 are with the similar shape as well as that in Fig. 5.11. This is because thermal
eﬀect acts on all the positions and deviates them equivalently. The second (T2) and
third (T3) tests are with adaptive model using KMZ and single model respectively.
The corresponding accuracies of the two tests are shown in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16. The
largest accuracies are about 43 nm in T2 and 95 nm in T3 which are much smaller than
those without calibration. Accuracies on diﬀerent points become much more closer. The
diﬀerence is about 35 nm in T2 and is about 40 nm in T3. These results show that
the two calibration models not only improve the overall accuracy, but also decrease the
performance diﬀerences between diﬀerent points in the workspace. Fig. 5.17 shows the
accuracy evolution of all validation points in ﬁve days.
Picking up the maximum accuracy and repeatability of every test forms the Fig. 5.18.
The accuracy of no calibration reaches 1 µm and keep larger than 400 nm during the
whole process. These results suﬀer from the temperature inﬂuence which are diﬀerent
from that (< 400 nm) in Fig. 5.11 where temperature inﬂuence is negligible. Single
model performs good positioning accuracy (smaller than 0.4 µm) in the ﬁrst 3 days and
deteriorates afterwards. Adaptive model using KMZ achieves always accuracy better
than 0.2 µm. Hence, the single model can provide much better performance than no
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Figure 5.15: Accuracy of the second test
with adaptive model using KMZ (T2).
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Figure 5.16: Accuracy of the third test with
single model (T3).
calibration. If we want to achieve longer term good performance, the adaptive model
must be used.
Fig. 5.19 shows the temperature evolution inside the room during the validation.
Temperature change is relatively regular in ﬁrst 50 hours, and the variations are about
0.2 ∼ 0.3 ◦C which is basically within the temperature range of training phase. In the
latter 2 days, temperature changes 1.3 ◦C. Fig. 5.20 illustrates the relationship between
temperature and accuracy/repeatability. The accuracy of adaptive model is not sensitive
to temperature change no matter the temperature is in the range of training or not.
When in the same range as or close to training phase temperature, accuracies of single
model are almost better than 300 nm. But is getting much larger when temperature
goes out of the temperature range of training phase. This means the performance of
the single model largely depends on the training information. If the drift behavior and
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Figure 5.17: Accuracy evolution of all validation poses in ﬁve days. Time 0 = end of
training = start of validation.
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Figure 5.18: Evolution of maximum accuracy and repeatability of every test in ﬁve days.
Time 0 = end of training = start of validation.
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temperature range after training are close to those during training, the single model can
provide eﬃcient compensation based on previous knowledge. Adaptive model is able to
update the new information that thermal drift can be compensated eﬃciently in spite of
how temperature changes.
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Figure 5.19: Evolution of the room temperature in ﬁve days.
Based on the equations in Section 5.1, the space and time robustness indices are
calculated and shown in Table 5.2. The quantiﬁed values clearly show that the robustness
indices using calibration (0.044 and 0.048 in space, 0.002 and 0.004 in time) is much better
than those of no calibration (0.369 in space and 0.018 in time). Adaptive model using
KMZ is the best with smallest robustness indices.
Table 5.2: Robustness of calibration of nanopositioning stage.
No calibration adaptive model using KMZ single model
Space robustness RS 0.369 0.044 0.048
Time robustness RT 0.018 0.002 0.004
5.4 Calibration of Multi-DoF nanopositioning stage
The above study of 1-DoF calibration of nanopositioning stage can be extended to multi-
DoF study of coupling eﬀect. This section illustrates the extension of single model to
multi-DoF case (with 2-DoF as example).
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Figure 5.20: Relationship between temperature and accuracy and repeatability.
5.4.1 Modeling of 2-DoF nanopositioning stage
Similar to the 1-DoF nanopositioning, the 2-DoF is also modeled with polynomials. The
diﬀerence from 1-DoF is the consideration and compensation of coupling errors from one
axis to another. We deﬁne the following model for the 2-DoF nanopositioning stage:{
qx =
∑n1
i=1 aixx
i +
∑n2
i=1 bixy
i +
∑n3
i=1 cixti + λx,
qy =
∑n1
i=1 aiyx
i +
∑n2
i=1 biyy
i +
∑n3
i=1 ciyti + λy,
(5.10)
where aij is the ith coeﬃcient for modeling errors along j axis induced by X motion; bij
is the ith coeﬃcient for modeling errors along j axis induced by Y motion; cij is the ith
coeﬃcient for modeling thermal drift along j axis; λj is the oﬀset term along j axis.
5.4.2 Experimental study of 2-DoF nanopositioning robot
Procedures of calibration and validation
Fig. 5.21 shows the trajectory of joint space for data acquisition for model training. The
measurements are taken at positions 0:10:80 µm along XY and 81 pairs of measurements
are obtained in every cycle. At the end of every cycle, nanopositioning robot is controlled
to go back to the start point from the end point. Totally 12 cycles are ﬁnished during 6
hours of training phase.
Five points (P1,. . .,P5) never used for training plus the origin P0 are chosen for
validation (Fig. 5.22). The coordinates of these points are (0, 0), (45, 45), (75, 15),
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(75, 75), (15, 75), and (15, 15) µm. The nanopositioning stage is controlled from P0 to
P1,. . .,P5 in turn, and then goes back to P0 for a new cycle.
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Figure 5.21: Trajectory of data acquisition for model training.
Experimental results
Fig. 5.23 shows the overall accuracy and repeatability of 2-DoF nanopositioning stage.
The accuracy value in the training phase is larger than 1.4 µm. After training, perfor-
mance tests are performed with and without using the calibration model Eq. (5.10). In
nearly one day, the accuracy of no calibration is always about 1.2 ∼ 1.4 µm which is
in quite the same range as the accuracy in training phase. Using the calibrated model,
most of the accuracies keep better than 200 nm and all of them are better than 500 nm.
The temperature evolution during this time is shown in Fig. 5.24. When temperature
changes within the range as the training temperature, accuracy can even be better than
200 nm which is much superior to that (1400 nm) without using model.
5.5 Conclusions
Nanopositioning robot suﬀers from geometric errors derived from nonlinear behavior of
large deformation of ﬂexible structure and designing principle of the actuator. In addi-
tion, thermal drift is also a major source of inaccuracy. To improve the nanopositioning
accuracy, we need to compensate the geometric errors and thermal drift.
This chapter presented theoretical formulations, modeling discussions, and experi-
mental validation results. A single model and an adaptive model has been proposed. Sin-
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Figure 5.22: Coordinates and trajectory of six points for validation.
gle model depicted the geometric errors and thermal drift in a static structure. Adaptive
model was able to compensate thermal drift by updating the drift information through
revisiting the kilometer-zero. Based on measurements of interferometer and thermocou-
ples, a set of experiments had been conducted to characterize, calibrate, and improve
the performances of the nanopositioning stages.
The experimental results demonstrated that the performance of single model largely
depended on the consistency of conditions before and after training. If the drift behavior
and temperature range after training were close to those during training, the single model
can guarantee eﬃcient compensation based on training knowledge. Results showed that
accuracy is better than 400 nm in this case. Adaptive model was able to update the new
information that thermal drift can be compensated eﬃciently in spite of how temperature
changes. The achieved accuracies were in the 100 nm range. On the other side, without
compensation, accuracy could be up to 1000 nm even if temperature did not go far away
from the training range. Calculation of time and space robustness provide numerical
comparison of two models and no calibration.
In addition, we extend 1-DoF calibration to multi-DoF by a case study of 2-DoF
nanopositioning robot. Results also demonstrated the model eﬃciently to improve the
2D accuracy from 1400 nm to 200 nm.
In the above experiments, we use the interferometer to deﬁne the KMZ. Alternative-
ly, the KMZ can also be deﬁned by another low cost sensor because the interferometer
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Figure 5.23: Experimental accuracy and repeatability of 2-DoF nanopositioning stage in
training and validation phases. Time 0 = end of training = start of validation.
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Figure 5.24: Temperature evolution in training and validation phases.
should not be used during the whole working phase of nanopositioning stage otherwise it
is better to use closed loop control. Such kind of sensors should be small-sized to avoid
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temperature inﬂuence and with good temperature stability, high resolution and small
measuring range. We propose AFM probe to deﬁne the KMZ because AFM probe has
very good thermal stability [10]. Fig. 5.25 is the schematic diagram of the experimental
setup consisting of the nanopositioning stage, a KMZ cell, and a circuit. The nanoposi-
tioning stage is made up of a ﬁxed part and a mobile part. The KMZ cell contains an
AFM probe ﬁxed on a PCB, a screw ﬁxed with a conductive part, and two ﬁxtures. The
circuit consists of a resister (R), a capacitor (C), and a generator. The screw is used to
ﬁnely adjust the distance between conductive part and the AFM tip. The conductive
part is ﬁxed to the screw which can be ﬁxed by the nut on ﬁxture 1. The AFM probe is
ﬁxed on the PCB and then both of them are ﬁxed to ﬁxture 2.
Fig. 5.26 shows the real prototype of this solution. In the prototype, we use a small
piece of silicon coated with a layer of gold as the conductive part. The AFM probe
(ElectriCont-G from Budget Sensors) is electrically conductive thanks to coating of 5
nm Chromium and 25 nm Platinum on both sides of the probe. A voltage is applied
between the AFM probe and the ground. The conductive part is grounded because the
mobile part, the nanopositioning stage and the table are all electrically conductive. The
voltage will decrease to a low level when the mechanical contact is full established.
The main working principle is:
• AFM probe deﬁnes an reference frame (AFM frame) with the origin d0. We assume
that this frame does not move even if temperature aﬀects.
• At time T0, nanopositioning stage is at the initial position measured by the internal
sensor (xIm = 0). This position is d1 with respect to the AFM frame.
• At time T1, the mobile part of the nanopositioning stage touches the AFM tip while
electrical contact is established. The internal sensor records the measurement xIm1
at that time. Because T1 is short based on the thermal changing speed, xIm1 can
be seen as the reference origin of the kilometer-zero.
• After a period of time T2, the mobile part gets back to the zero position deﬁned
by the internal sensor (xIm=0). However, during this time, the zero position has
drifted to d2 because of temperature change.
• Then, the mobile part touches the AFM tip again and the internal sensor records
the measurement xIm2.
• Finally, the thermal drift d2 − d1 can be calculated by xIm1 − xIm2.
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Figure 5.25: Schematic diagram of experimental setup with kilometer-zero deﬁned by
the AFM probe.
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(a) Whole view of the KMZ cell
(b) Local view of the small parts
Figure 5.26: Prototype of the KMZ cell.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, at ﬁrst, we presented the motivations of our research. Our work was driven
by the need of high-accuracy micro-nano robots for microscale applications. The typical
accuracy level ranges from some tens of microns to a few nanometers. At the microscale,
there are many sources hindering the improvement of accuracy, such as assembly errors
between two axes, nonlinearity along the axis, environmental disturbances. To compen-
sate these imperfections so as to improve the accuracy, we need to measure the positions
of the micro-nano robot accurately. However, sensing at the microscale is a tough issue
and suitable sensors are not easy to take. Once sensing solution is available, we chose
robot calibration in open loop as the control strategy because: (i) only closed loop in
actuator layer is not suﬃcient; (ii) it avoids to use several sensors at the same in small
space when applying the micro-nano robot. To evaluate the accuracy and repeatability
of the micro-nano robot, we adapted the metrics based on ISO 9283 standard, and pro-
posed complementary deﬁnition for repeatability. Based on the state-of-the-art, we set
up the objectives to achieve accuracy better than 4 µm for micropositioning and 100 nm
for nanopositioning systems.
There are three problems to be solved: (i) performances of micro-nano robots are
not well known and should be studied and characterized; (ii) sensing solutions for micro-
nano positioning measurement; (iii) improvement of micro-nano positioning accuracy.
The main imperfections at the micro-nanoscales are structure and dimension errors,
assembly errors, nonlinearities (position and angle) along the motion axis, environmental
disturbances, etc. For micropositioning, we chose the vision system with Pseudo-Periodic
Pattern (PPP ) as the sensing tool. A generic calibration framework was considering
the most inﬂuential imperfections, i.e. assembly errors, position-dependent errors, and
angle-dependent errors. Diﬀerent sets of imperfections were tackled by ﬁve models that
their inﬂuences could be quantiﬁed. The ﬁnal positioning accuracy was improved. In
the case study of XYΘ microrobotic system, the most basic model (Model I) obtained
96 µm accuracy, and the accuracy was improved model by model. The best accuracy
achieved was 3 µm with the most advanced model (Model V). For nanopositioning, we
chose interferometer as the sensing tool. Geometric errors and thermal drift were tried
to compensated by a single model and an adaptive model using KiloMeter-Zero (KMZ).
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Single model worked well when temperature keeps within or close to the range of training
phase. Adaptive model achieve the best performance that accuracies were always better
than 100 nm thanks to the update of thermal-drift information.
The idea of the research is to focus on using existing modeling tools and identiﬁcation
algorithms to explore unknown knowledge and to propose new calibration models. The
research performed in this thesis led to several original contributions for microposition-
ing. A general calibration framework was presented including general modeling, errors
description, and parameters identiﬁcation. We applied a novel measuring system for
micropositioning sensing, i.e., vision with PPP and its algorithm. Characterization and
compensation were conducted for position-dependent errors inherent in the XY micropo-
sitioning stages. We considered the four kinds of main imperfections and took them into
account in ﬁve calibration model consisting of forward and inverse kinematics. Diﬀerent
models tackled diﬀerent sets of imperfections. To quantify the inﬂuences of these imper-
fections, we proposed and performed a set of experimental validation tests. Finally, we
know the importance of diﬀerent sources and improve the positioning accuracy of the
microrobotic system experimentally.
For nanopositioning, we also contributed to several aspects. A single model was
proposed based on behaviors of geometric errors of nanopositioning stage and thermal
drift. An adaptive model using KMZ was proposed for compensating thermal drift. We
implemented experimental validation tests for the two models and comparisons with
no model were performed after calibration training. We investigated the robustness of
calibration in the long term in terms of space and time. Besides, a prototypal solution
using AFM probe was proposed to deﬁne the KMZ.
The idea of modeling of micro-nano robots is based on the robots' motion behav-
ior. The model is established according to characterization results of motion errors.
Furthermore, we proposed new deﬁnitions of intrinsic and extrinsic repeatabilities com-
plementary to the concept of repeatability.
Based on what have been achieved and remaining problems, we can draw some re-
marks for future directions. We can try to get beneﬁts from existing calibration meth-
ods at the macroscale, and apply to microscale robot calibration. For example, self-
calibration of a macrorobot can be realized based on hand-eye vision. Microrobot can
not be attached with a camera but usually can be integrated with MEMS force sensor.
In this case, microrobot may also be self-calibrated using information provided by the
force sensor.
A very important condition to achieve a successful calibration is the use of a powerful
measuring system. However, due to rigorous requirements on resolution, accuracy, range,
multi-DoF, size, etc., such device is still not available in the market. Because sensing
is a fundamental issue at the microscale, improvement in this area can beneﬁt to many
aspects. Except for developing advanced sensors, fusion of available sensors would be
an alternative and eﬃcient way to get more accurate, more complete, and more reliable
measurement. For example, in a micromanipulation task, there involve several sensors
including internal and external ones. Making an intelligent sensing architecture by in-
tegrating multi-sensor information can extract accurate information on position, speed,
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force, and so on. This would be better than when these information sources are used
individually.
Moreover, the KMZ method should be improved in regard to accuracy, reliability,
price, etc. That is, the objective is to ﬁnd a relatively low-cost solution which is able
to precisely deﬁne the reference frame insensitive to external disturbances. This kind
of sensor should be able to make direct measurement of the mobile part of interest and
stable subjected to temperature disturbance.
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Re´sume´ :
Une des conditions fondamentales de la performance des syste`mes repose sur leur capacite´ a`
ge´ne´re´r des de´placements avec une pre´cision de positionnement e´leve´e. Cependant, a` l’e´chelle
microme´trique, de nombreux parame`tres agissent et re´duisent cette pre´cision. A cette e´chelle, il est
e´galement particulie`rement complexe de mesurer la pre´cision de positionnement d’un syste`me micro
ou nanorobotique et donc d’identifier les diffe´rentes sources d’impre´cision. L’e´talonnage ge´ome´trique
des syste`mes micro et nanorobotiques prenant en compte ces diffe´rents sources est rarement e´tudie´.
Pour ces raisons, l’originalite´ et les contributions de cette the`se portent sur deux aspects principaux
(i) la caracte´risation des perperformances des syste`mes micro et nanorobotiques et l’analyse des
parame`tres affectant leur pre´cision de positionnement (ii) l’ame´lioration des performances de ces
robots fonde´s sur diffe´rents types de mode`les robotiques.
Abstract:
High accuracy is usually the necessary condition of the system performance. However, there are
many sources of inaccuracy acting on microrobotic systems. At the microscale, it is very difficult to
accurately measure the performances (positioning accuracy) of the micro-nano robots and to charac-
terize the influences of the imperfections. The calibration of microrobotic systems combining all these
sources is rarely studied and their relative importance remains unknown. The originalities and contri-
butions of this thesis lie in two aspects: 1. characterization of micro-nano robots performances and
influences of imperfections; 2. dealing with performance improvements of micro-nano robots based
on different kinds of models.
